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PREFACE 
The purpose of this thesis is to set forth the ideals 
and tho nh:1.1oCJophy of reading for young people and to 
show th~: :i.mportnnce of' stimulating and guiding studentCJ 
in all phases of their reading so th~~t they may find :t.n·-
creasing enjoyJlH-mt and satisfaction and may grow in 
critical judgment and appreciation. It is therefore nee-
essary that the books from which they choose their reading 
are of Lhe best available, and so it is in1portant that the 
librarian give the greatest thought and study to the solec-
tion of books for- her library. 
•ro make thes<~ ideals practical and usable, carefully 
<, 
prepared lists of books h~ve been made for various pur-
posese These lists are constantly used by both teache~s 
a.nd pupils ot Stanford, o.nd have bcJ("-lll a ElOUY'C:e of help 
<!.nd ins ol:r.•at :ton o 
'NF:J wr•iter' f:l interest :Ln. th:i.n p:eobl<?lr1 gl'(:1W out of hui' 
experione(:'J us a 1ibrar:Ln at S t; anford J\:tn1or J-U.e;h Sc1wo1. 
Book seloction is one of tho most important phases of 
libx•a1:y '!I!C>dt tmd !IC\3ds Lhe g.c•eaLesL EHuphas:ts in Lhoug1.tt 
and t:'une o It is partly through literature that we have 
hopes of' :r•ai sing the standards of' our future citizens and 
so contribute our bit toward thE~ peace of the world and 
the good living of its citizens. 
vii 
In the int1•oduction, the philosophy of reading if3 
gi von and thus the reason for the impol'tance of the 
selection of books for young people. It is a definite 
resp6nsi.b:tl1ty and is the basis and foundHtion of the 
library. It is definitely the resoonsibility of the 
librarinn to place before the student. the btost of every ~---
type of literature. 
i Before considerinr:~ boo1{ soluetion itselT, on1:) fd!O"t.:t1d 
take cogn i zo.nce of the hnryortnnco of boolu: snd reading 
as related to one's daily living. This is not always 
understood by the students. 
It h:Js becm atte.mpted to set forth the feeling of tho 
deep responsibility required of every librarian and also 
the spirit with which book selection should be approached. 
Every means should be em'Jloyecl to improve the seloc~ 
tion of books in junior higb. schooL!. 
M;my articles and boo}~s of (~Very description havE; been 
studied with the purpose of self-improvement in the 
immedi: te realm of book select ion and pcrchonce th(-3SO 
studies may be of some help to other librarianse 
There ar8 many oxcellnnt books on children's Y'()acl:i.ng 
and the :=.wlocLlon of books for ch.llclren of d:1..ffcn•Gnt n.gE1S 
in different fields of int0rest. 
It has beon necess:_:ry to limit the field of resev.reh 
and discussion and it has not been Cl.ttonrpted to make o.n 
1------------------------~----------------------------
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exhm1stive li~t or selection for all material in th~ field 
of book selection. 
The thesis can only be suggestive, cs it is a field 
which grows nnd. one in VJhich new mnterial is con::ltantly 
appoarine;. 
P CJrhaps the ideals hEH'E) pr·esented mie;ht omphasizo tb.e 
need for careful selection by givint; some of the criteria 
·;·hich should guide iri selection. 
'J.'he id(3als and standards of reading and its value and 
use in the school are discussed. 
It is hoped that. the r~"search and suggestions which 
are herein submitted, all of which luwe b':en used :ln the 
work Dt Stanford Ju.nior· High School, mHy be of somE~ Vt'.tlue 
to thoBe dealing w1.th.book8 and children of junior high 
school 8£f,A. 
Throughout this thosis, the discussion of books for 
child.ren is re:l ated directly to ~.ho interord;s, needs, r:1nd 
D.biJ.itien of the children at Stanford. Junior High School. 
'l'he theme of U1e thesis may be book se1ectlon, but 
fundamenta11;; the subject is a tool in our hands wbich 
is a means uf rai-sing the ideals of our young people, to 
teach them tolerance and understanding,. end a b~~tter 
philosophy of life; :tn brief, to teach them to tb.ink 
st:t•aJ.ght. 
We hear much today of teachLn.g young peoph: tho best 
use of leisur•e time, and it is through the knowledge and 
i.x 
lJ.ndet•standlnr:; of booka, not only bocause r·eading i tsel:f 
is a m~~ans of onjoyment, but also it :i.s tb.rough bookn that 
a ldido av~OJXlUG of other :lntoJ:•egts may lw opened. 
Ptn•ht:Aps some of this mater-ial ma.)f gi'ile an added thoug;hti 
to some 1ibrnrian vvho is constantly seo.rdling for new ideas 
and new lists which will increase her service in the 
li brax-y. 
The one aim of every librarian is to give service, the 
best that is possible. More and more, the responsibility 
to ·,v·oung people is felt, and so it is attempted in ovory 
way possible to enrich the lives and prepare our young 




I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
n~·THODUCTION 
Book selection is the basis of library service. The 
best definition of the purpo~e of book selection is still 
' 
found in the familiar phrase, "to supply the richt book 
to the right reader at the right time. ul 
Vii th adequate rna terial s and lec.,~dership, a good library 
1 
is the heart of the school, but a good library doesn't just 
happen. It is carefully planned by the librarian, one who 
believes that better libraries mean better schools, better 
schools mean better homes. and better cornmunities. The 
school library has much to offer, magazines, clippings, 
maps, pictures, and books which are valuable tools for 
attacking today's problems and of supplementing the work 
of the schooL 
'fhrough the library one hopes to develop new interests 
and talents; learn how to find information; choose careers 
more wisely; explore reference books for help in studies; 
get the habit of reading for fun; and, in general, find 
the school and the library a very good place to be. 
It t s the business of the trained 1 i brarian to direct 
the selection, organization, and use of materials, to assist 
in curriculum planning, and to bri.ng books and r)eople to-
gether in the school. 
2 
It must be. :rernerribered at all times that a library must 
be H live influence :1.n the school. It must be able to 
nrovo j_ts us~~fulness by nrtswering not onl·y ~-mo:r.•e;enc-y de-· 
mands but alno tlw ev-E~ry-da:':r r;uestion~1 of tho casual 
usfH", ttw steady r·ecpH:JB t s of tho s tudGnt, n.ncl tb.e habi tnal 
re:~dor \•vho must havo easy access to books. 
Whnt may n reader of t:J.ny g:eade in tho school Ol' any 
intellectual level expect to find in his :U.bra:r.y? Wht~t 
will be offered him in the v·a., of genoral o:r· spectttl 
assistn.nce in a v.rell-·or·ganizec1 l:l.brary? 'l'bese are questions 
a 1ibrar1an must constr:Jntly- lnHm j_n m:tnd throughmrl:; the 
LJ.br·ar].ans must be alo:r·t to curr·ent trends of pu.p:U .. 
:tnte:r'est nfl w(dl ns 8.11 trends townrd cur:t:lcu.lurn changes. 
:rnent, and cholce 0f R11 me.tsria1 
cultiv~tion of n dRfinite spirit and desire for roading on 
tb.e part of tho studenLs. Willc.u•d E. Givens t2LL un: 
'i'he sl~udent who learns iJo know rmoks and 
to love them and who establi;~l'J.es the habit . of 
using them as tools in ever-y phase of his life 
has acquired a priceless possession. He has 
fmmd one of the paths of grmvth and strength 
and leadc-n•ship. 
The ultimate test of reading in both 
junior nnd senJ.or high schools--by whab·ver 
name wo call :1. t, whotho:t:• English,,-----:-::~"-1o::c_:=__c-=i:c:ca:.::l"--=----:--------------~ 
s-tu4-:1@" ;~m hl gt o ry,~, 0 :tJ S-Ci enc en•- i-f~:l14:-l!-!-l.t;ii:'~·~I~'"(;P:i-lfi"-~C.J..H.~.olw1fl-f!_c-' ~~~~~=~~~~~·----
the student does on his own initiative 
after he has left school. 
The modern world calls for persistent 
learning as the only means of survival. 
To deny youth the personal adjustment which 
comes from the easy and wide use of books 
is to leave him unprepared for the life of 
to:qwrrow .1 
The library must be ready to ans~er every need. 
Wl:1ether it is a student with a research problem • or a 
child looking for a hoo1c to fill a free hour, or a 
teacher, or anyone who wants a good book for the moment 
or the mood, the 1 ibrary is approached hope fully and the 
reader must be satisfied. Because the reader turns to it 
at one time with questlons that are very specific and at 
another vvith. a more or less vague desire for son.ething· to 
read, the library muet necessarily be organized to meet 
the varied demands made constantly by the school. 
It must always be kept in mind that a school library 
is built, assem1)led, arranged, and suppleaented for the 
benefit of its users, its readers. 
The expreBced need::· should serve as the basis 'and 1)e 
the most important factor in determining the policies as 
well as guiding ln the choice of the books that make the 
book collection. 
3 
It must always be remembered that the influence of 
what is read is very great upon the minds of the young. 
Standards are raised, intelligence is enlarged, per-
ceptions are de~ened, through just the simple process 
of reading books. 
Booke penetrate a reader's understanding 
of human nature and-stimulate his own deepening 
realization of human experience. They may be 
revealing or inspiring. 
Formal education applies its patterns to 
the mind; but only through books does the mind 
enrich, deepen. apply, modify, and develop 
those patterns in individual life fu],fillrnent.l 
The influence of books on the young mind is very 
important--it can do much toward individual development, 
in the formation of ct~racter, in stimulating the in-
telligence, in the enrichment of the resources of the 
mind, and in the deepening of sensitivity. 
If the child is surrounded by well-selected books 
within the range of his reading ability, he will soon 
find what he wants, whether it be a tale of magic and en-
chantment or an account of the lateat rocket-ship. 
Through books we may bridge the centuries; 
we may receive and enlarge the heritage of the 
human mind. Through books we set the imagination 
at work, and this is an important phase in the 
development of the young mind. Books ~ive a 




luaines, Helen Living with Books p. 3. 
2 Ibid. p.5. 
We aim to stimulate and guide pupils in all phases 
of their reading that they may find increasing enjoyment 
and satisfaction and may grow in critical ,judgmE'mt and 
appreciation • 
. 'l1hose who have cultivated a taste for reading and are 
abh~ to turn to bookH for companionship are seldom lonely, 
nor do they suffor from the need of finding some action, 
however• t r:tvial, to fill an empty hour. 'l'l1ey have friends 
who w:t1J. come when desired .• bringing amu<1ement, counsel, 
or some:: real :frienclli.ness. 
Librarians must know l1ow to choose wisely l.iool\.s that 
ton•e the finest expression of lif'ti and thought and that 
offer the materials of knowledge that satisfy or stj~mlate 
individual development. 
Children shouJ.cl be allowed to make their 
own choices, but only the best should be placed 
nt their disposal fo:r• Uw choice. The "rema.rk-
able faith!! Of the reader, young or old, in tfH·) 
printed page plHcE:s a beav-y l'esponslbil:Lty on 
the librarian or teacl:u'lr. 'l'hE-) r<~nding habit :\. s 
formed dl1.rtng hnpresHionablo ye2rn. Vihet child-
:r·en x·w•d during thi8 pr··r:tod :i.}> impor·tnn t. not only 
for· i.tse1f but for• 1Nhat it :i.nvJtos them to ret,.d 
nez~t. If 11-·oy are J.ntJ::•odueed to, nnd 0ncouragod 
to read, a wide varie1J of the right sort, their 
tastE) wl11 gro•r' progrosslvely in the rj.ght 
d:i:PEJCtione But j_f thoy arr.:; allowod to rGtJ.Cl tb.E:J 
dull, thG ~<ensational, tbe inane, th.t::ir· tn::rLu8 
1,::Lll chd:;ur:\.oratc :otnd may onsily become pcrvortc(:t. 
Children's librarians are conscious of this 
responsibLL:Lty of forming readj.ng tastes and 
opin:J.orts. 'l'!:n•ough experience, these librfl.rians 
learned that it is often poss.ib1e to coun:ter~:wt 
an ln t Prest i n the t r j.Yi-.BJ._,___co rrmlQJJ•:d.'"""a,_,c'"""e"-J~ ,,___o~r__,e,...,v~e'-'n,__ _______ _ 
harmful by present1ng books sound and en-
gaging i~ content, artistic and pleasing to 
the eye.l 
It is one of the distinctive characteristics of 
present-day culture that we are rapidly accurm.tlating 
new eX'l'"riences, new insights, new knowledge. It is 
to these new undE~rstand:i.ngs and experiences that t1'1e 
growing cb.ild must have im· ediate access, in nr01)o:t•tion 
to his nwtu~d.ty and in terms of h:ts :J.nhlrest3 )Ie wust 
keep abreast of what his age 1s dream~ng and doing; ., (i0 
must keep in toucl1 with what h:ts corrl~ompora:t•io s are 
wondering and think:tng; and :Ln so far as he is abJ.E.) 
to do so, he nrust, through J:.tis x·ead:l.ng, pusl.t his x·oots 
into the past experience and thoughts of t.lw race. 
rrb.e book today, because 'reading :Ls so 
common, ean serve a mult).tude of legiti.m.<.Jte 
pu1•oosos. As always, books may inform; but 
they may be excellent V'ithout belng infor·ma·· 
tive. Books can stimulate and inspire; but 
not every book needs to do so. Books may 
open up to the child the world of human no.-· 
ture, of human conduct.and relationship, of 
human motives; but books about sta:r·s ancl 
flowers and strange beasts also havo their 
place. Books 0)\'tcmd t1J.e child's \tls:ton fJ.nd 
1mchn•stand:l.ng irrnneasurao:t-y be,yond anytbing 
l:'.1.e can acouJ.re through direct En··,E.n:ience and 
observation, for books furnish him endless 
vicarious exne1':i.ences. Books ca.n nmuse, and 
reading·for ~un is for millions of new ex-
p-?riences. 'I'h.e books that tbe child reads, 
6 
I ----~-----
___ .. ____________ _ 
. ·· BEAUST ,NORA E. 500 Books for Children. Wasr.tington, 
United Si; ate s GovernmoB.~pj;;}' .. t.1·rtg-(}f.fi e-e-,--1-04G •• --j:;>p,arcen.)e:r_--'1"~-9a, ---• ..:....· ------
as well as what happens to him during the 
early years, go toward building up opinions 
and prejudices; but it is through further 
reading that many of us lose our bigotries 
and provincialisms.l 
'11he child who reads easily and haf been taught to seek 
for himself the information that may be found in books has 
taken the surest and shortest road to knowledge. He rnay 
learn in a fe'.V hours facts that the child vJho does not 
read may learn only after _years of exper:i.ence,,or not at 
all; and he has open to hirn a wealth of recreation and en-
terta:i.nrnent that cannot be duplicated j_n any other form .• 
An appreciation of good literature must be systematic-
cally trowe;ht. One should guide the children's reading un-
til a taste for good literature has been forro.ed. 
~rhe child should be allowed to choose his own books, 
but only the 'best should be presented for his choice. 
Chtldren should, by no means, be encouraged to confine 
theil~ reading to one special field, even when this field 
is commendable. They should read over a wide range, lmt 
it ic· in~vitable that their ran.,e of readin will be in-
fluenced, in no small degree, by individual differences 
arising from various factors. 
Particularly for young adolescents, books 
can provide a bridge between wb.at is already 
familiar and what lies beyond the average child's 
y-------~------------------------------------------------------------~------
I 
sphere of knowledge of the world, as well 
as of the responsibilities of the other side 
of thG years of gx·owing up. For at th:ts 
stage most ueople begin, dimly perhaps, to 
feel a s~nse of identity with a world larger 
than the\ env:l.ronmcmt of home, school, rmd 
self. T4ey nre concernPd with what they are 
go:i.ng to ·,be when they grow up, and n i th how · 
they ,,_re golng to :fJ.t into their aclult world. 
They are ~osting their own personalities 
against thpso of tho peoplP D.round thom. 'l'hec;)y 
are le arrd.hg to use judgment, to make de cis ions, 
to take l'espons:i..bility .1 
'l'he librarian must have knov~ledge of eurricular 
trends and the philosophy under Y'hich the school operates 
and s>-e must be a master of such subjects as the physical 
and mental development of children. On these foundatJ.ons 
she builds her collection with her knm71E~/lge of books and 
skill in their use. 
In dev·eJ.oping a eurr·h~ulu:mt the needs and interests of 
children today lwv~} been koot j_n min(l and the nehooHs 
·nrogrD..lrl I'GCOgnJzes that young pooplc }l;«I]O fl'001EF1S WJJ:tef• 
nrc thoso of modern youth$ 'l'ho llbrary must, thorefox•e, 
con Lain materials wh:Lch bear d:i.x'oc (,J.y upon the prob1Ec:ms, 
the neods, and the ].ntcn'ests of bo-;,rs and girls. 
the school's staff, a.nd the bool{ selection is more than 
a sortrce for the enrichment of ci:o:•riculum unt ts. 
8 
9 
'l'he library knows that even though reading is a 
valuable activity for leisure, it has strong competitors 
in the radio and the movies. 
Books .of varied subject interest and of different 
reading levels are accordingly provided. Vvhenever 
possible, specific titles requested by pupils are bought--
and every means is used to advertise these ti tlf3s. 'l1he 
adolescent mind is much intr·'rested in modern titles; books 
that hold meaning and real intereBt, so sel·3ction attempts 
to balance the nmv and the old. 
'l1he importancG of reading in the lives of children 
demands that librarians give careful attention to tlw 
saleetion of books from which children may mak(~ thej_r 
choices. 'l1he:r·e is a wide range of interesting subjects 
available for the youth today. 
Psychology teaches us that interest is the key con·-
capt in contemporary education. All educational activitles 
without excention are built upon interests. 
The establishment of the right principles and the 
bu:l.lding of the right attitudos und appreciations and 
ideals itJ tho b:'Jsic fundamental stand.a::ed of Gdncation, and 
this is equally trun of work :'Ln the librar-y. In th.e 
selection of books, these ideas must be k{;l)t in mind. 
'l'he librarian must be familitn' with al~ trustworthy .,nd ' 
sources of selection aids, lists catalogues. 
10 
She must· lmow authors, what they stand for, and their L-
type of writing. Sh~ must also be famJ.liar with publisr.t-
ers and their standards. She must follow through ever·y 
lead vthich will give her H.ny added informfltion or sourees 
for new materialo 
As book selection, or the determinn.tion of the "best 
books n for 2.. particular library, is one of the librarian 1 s 
major responsibilities, it demands a knowledge of the con-
tent, scope, and the literary, aesthetic, social, or 
ethical value of books; of -their suitability to the partic-
ular group for whi.ch they ·are intended; something of their 
physical make-up; of the distinctive features of different 
st:1r1es of binding; and of all the· other factors 'Nhich may 
j_nflmmce the use of the book· by tl'H-) :eet:J.dor. Book selec-
tion necessitates, J.n addition, a familiarity with the 
taste end reading interests of the students to be served 
which cm1 only be acquired by expel'ience, experimentation, 
and careful observation. 
'l1he librarian's conception of what is "best" for her 
library is that which will most direcL1y and defin:Ltely 
meet its interests and needs. 
·Every Library colloc t; :ton should be· built up according 
to a definite plan on a broad general foundation. Its 
development. must be fl exibln, but constant Httention must 
aintainin~ of juRt proportions as a whole 
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so thQt certain classes will not be over er~hasized and 
others neglected. The needs of the library exists, as 
well as the needs of its readers. 
rro ensure desirable growth, it is we11 to remem.ber 
these things: 
1. That what e child wants to read is determined 
prrd;ty mue11 by wb.et is evn:'i.lnble for l1im to 
Y.'<.")fHl. 
2. Tb.at a nHturaJ. 1:1r(y to motivate readlng :U3 to 
provide situations requiring the valid use of 
books. 
~5. 'l'haL supreme valUEcS in r·eading, ~-s j_n every-
thing else, are acquired slowly; the earlier 
they begin to develop, the better. 
4. 'Jlhat good reacling '.·h:tch lH:lps the child tighten 
his hold on reality mufd:; graduHlly be sub-
stituted for reading that provides onJ.y escape. 
5. ~hat the love ~f good books is to a large extent 
tho nrocJuct of circmn,·tancos--of' 1'1avlng more and 
better bookf'l easily accessiblo, of l~u<~ning read-· 
ing oxporlenceB close to children's interests 
tUHl net-'lds, of p:coviding oppo:I:ctuxlity f'o~e w:Ld.e ~·nd 
vRried reading, and of keeping our own faith in 
the pmver of good books. 
There ar~) several ap )roaches to the selection of books 
J.n 1 b.e junior high school. Probnbly the first and real 
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basis is COrr~,la;ting the selection of books With the COl:tl'S8S v·· 
of study of var1ous departments of the school. 
· '.Che need 0f each department must be satisfied and must 
be provided for. Thus a library w:Lll be well balanced. It 
must be well-balanced in each type of reading--fiction as 
well as non-fiction, reference books, periodicals, and 
fugitive m8terial. One field will unouestionably overlap 
another and be int0~rnted with the other which is the 
ideal of the school. 
In the following chapters, various fields will be 
taken under consideration. However, before tb.e final 
selection i3 made, one nmst need to consult the bud~et; 
tr.ten make a comprehensive study of all book select :Lon aids. 
,-
T H E BUDGE11 
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II.BUDGET 
The librar-y book fund is the controlling factor :lin 
the practice of' book selection. In building and main.-
taining a book collection, a definite yearly budget is 
essential. It enforces constant watchfulness in buy-
ing and tbe continual weighing of the relative merits 
of individual books. r.rhe amount of money a.va:l.lablo 
must be made to cover the needf). S:i.nce the sum is 
limited, the libi'ar:tan must cJecido upon the amount of 
service it can offer and vrhore to plncEl th.e emphasis. 
"If I buy th:ts, I cannot buy thrd.;, rr i.s thG unspoJ{:en. 
warning that becomes a 8ort of 11 inner cl"1eck 11 to tlw 
intell:l.gent, consc:tent iou.s 1ibra:r·J.an e 
Money to be spent for books is allocated on the basis 
\ 
,Of enrollment at approximately one dollar twerd;y-f'ive 
cents a pupil. 'Ehis includes an amount for replacements, 
v1hich is usually about twenty per cent of the totel. Be-
tween fifty and seventy-five per cent of this sum is spent 
on the June orde!?, leaving a balance to be used as needed 
ln Lhe fali and also laLEH.' in Lhe year~ S7umu"'I0""·--iln-,,...,.o"o<'hk""''' ,~s"'"',.,.ctncnh,---------------
ns soon as t1'1ey are pllblished. 'l'ho purchase of o fev·J rww 
books from time to time increases children's interest in 
the book co11octiono 
It is understood that budgeting and purchasing for 
a school library depend to a great extent upon lo.cal con-
ditions; however, the Federal Security Agency has stated 
some principles that can be used as a guide by any local 
school librarian. 
If the money is to be used advantageously; 
expenditures must be carefully planned. For 
example, to buy books wisely the librarian must 
properly allocate the funds for the purchase of: 
1. Replacements of worn-out books. 
2. General reference books. 
3. Books needed to fill gaps in various 
fields. 
4. Important new books as they are published. 
The librarian cannot buy printed materials 
to the best advaillltage if purchases are made only 
once or twice a year. The librarian, like the. 
instructor, cannot predict interests and needs 
a half year in advance.l 
lFederal Security Agency, Know~ School Library. p.ll. 
CRI'l1 ERIA --------
F 0 R 
E V A L U A T I N G B 0 0 K S --·_,a-- ...... ·---~ ------~ 
F 0 R 
S E L E C T I 0 N ---------
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III. CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING BOOKS FOR SELECTION 
The criteria for book selection may be found in many 
sources but quality is the first consideration, for the 
collection must represent the Vr'3X'Y best which can be pur-
chased with the available funds. By quality is meant books 
of authority in knowledge or creative vital:Lt·.v and of ex-
cellence in literary expression. These points should 
always be given preference. 
rrhere are cer•tain elements in literature 
that children always desire. 'rhe first is 
.action; the second is human interest; and the 
third is imaginative appeal. There are other 
things th!.3t help to make a book interesting, 
but children do not always demand them as they 
do these three. They prefer direct discourse 
to indirect. They like colorful descriptions 
and namos for everything. They like to h~"ve 
thc0 place and time of the story or incident 
clearly indicated so that they can easily 
picture the scene in their own minds. They 
like humor, but it must be of the "funny in-
cident''· kind and not the satire of adult 
humor thAt through subtle 0uip and innuendo 
pokes fun at individuals and institutions. 
~hey will not tolerate preaching or moralizing 
unl~ss it is so successfully coftcealed as not 
to oe easily recognizable as such. Finally, 
they demand sincerity- -·a genuine, unaffected 
treatment of whatever subject is chosen.l 
' The element of sinc.erity, drruns.tic story, and vivid 
action carry gre~=Jt appeal to the young m:ind. A child 
likes his books to have not only a human interest but a 
decidedly imaginative quality. Children's books should 
be rich in interest, true to nature, exouisite in art, 
and· abundant in every quality that replies to childx·en' s 
keener and fresher perceptions. 
The desirable book for children's reading should 
achieve one or more of the following aims: 
1. It should inculcate worthy ideals 
of conduct and achievement which 
can actually motivate the child's 
life. 
2. It should serve to cultivate an 
appreciation of the beautiful. 
~5. It should add to the child's fund 
of desirable knowledge., 
4.. It should arouse a desire for 
further reading of good literature.l 
In selecting books for older'children other factors 
enter into consideration; but there are still fairly 
well-defined criteria by which we may sift the wheat 
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from the chaff, certain standards of style and integrity 
which mark the 11 good book.n Is the story sincere? Are 
the characters well drawn, the plot convincing, the dia-
honest? Is the language suitable for the age to which 
the content is addrPssed? A good book need not be a 
litHNtr:y masterpiece, but it must have at least a decent 
respect for good I'~ngl:i.sh and somethtng of the.t indefin-
1.rj, e'r•nrtah:-.. -.-L-e-w-.t-'s_a_n_d_:_r;_i_m_a_,,,-DV-Ila~r-_-g-a-_r-$-.t-.--.9-E:._i _ _l_d--r-.. _-en-,-s~R e adi_n_g-; 
p. 85. 
Judgment on the format of a book involves 
such factors as binding, paper, print, margins, 
and illustrations. ':ehe paper should have good 
wearing qualities, should not be too thin, and 
should be of a light cream tint with dull or 
antique finish rather than white. In judging 
the legibility of a printed page, consideration 
should be given to the clearness of the print, 
the spacing between the words, and the size of 
the type.l 
rrhe four points regarding the form of the 
book--general attractiveness, type, length, and 
illustrations--should be considered in select-
ing books for libraries; but far more important 
than form is content. It is here one must often 
·rely on reputable annotated lists of children's 
books.2 -
rro summarize some of the points we should consider: 
the general mechan:Lcal mal-ce-up, the lit orary style, the 
element of sincerity, the warmth of action, does it build 
character and lead to wholesome thoug;hts, does it have a 
proper balance, is it within the age level for which it 
is intended, does it add to the child's life, is the in-
formation accuratn, does it have reality and beauty, does 
it stimulate ideas and train emotions, does it have a 
general high character tone and atmosphere, does it in 
every scene promc:te high idr;als, give inspiration, and 
have imfginative appeal, and last, are there other books 
in the same field more satisfactory. 
Since literature should become a part 
of their experience, a contribution to their 
artistic and moral well being, it must be 
sound in structure, trustworthy in detail, 
and satisfactory in every issue. It should 
always be good art. It should awaken new and 
lasting interests and tastes.l 
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A worthwhile book gives to.the reader.inforrnation, in-
spiration, ~nd literary appreciation. The best books give 
all three. Lucy Pay tells us: 
Tue best books are those which leave us 
broader in sympathy, keener in appreciation, 
more cour_ageous 
2 
more eager for the fine 
things of life.~ _ 
A good general test is to ask, "How do 
they compnre with books we already know to be 
real literature? Do they leave behind sanity, 
strength, and inspiration?"3 
Fublication date of a book is of varying importance. 
In sttmdard· and cu:r•rent recreational literature the date of 
publication is of mi.nor importance as the value of the book 
depends not so much on its timeliness as its literary qual-
ity. In informational books the date of publication is 
often significant in indicating the present value of a. 
\)ook. 
Books of accepted vaJ ue, however, keep t~r--repute, 1n--
dependent of publication date, thou'gh 1 t is usually desirable 
to select late, revised editions in preference to early 
edi tlons. 
lwilson, Martha. School Library Management. P. 150. 
____ ...,2:J:PP-aay,-L--ucy--arr<t-:ett1ton i;r:e-:-·-·-;;:t:;~ti:O~ . f~ · th:~U&~--~""""'~-~~~~~~~~----
C>o.s andLibraries. P. 196. -- ---
~5Jbid: P. 19-;.i-:-·-
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It is always advisable to buy attractive editions of the 
standard classics s<? that the children may have the best 
material necessary to form taste and create a LL terary back-
ground during these impressionable years. 
In considering editions, one should always buy in 
attractive editions those books which are p~~rmanent in value 
but should not overemnhasize editions de luxe. As a rule, 
trade editions are to be nreferred to school editions of the 
same book offered at slightly less cost. One should also 
avoid buying titles of children's classics in uniform editions 
or in uniform binding. An exception to this might be in the 
new edition called Rainbow Classics, published by the World 
Publishing Company. 'These books are similar in type but vary 
somewhat in color. 'rhey are beautiful books and answer every 
oualification for the best in format for children's books. 
Inexpensive books selling for ten cents up to a dollar 
are appearing in great numbers on a variety of subjects. 
These books offer fine opnortuni ties to build up e. collection 
of books of a wide variety of titles for a small expenditure 
of money. 
In considering books in the field of reprints, the Cad-
mus is one of the most valuable. 'l'he Cadmus book:s are an ex= 
cellent group of inexpensive re~Jrints. 'l'hey are available 
only to schools and libraries. 'l'hey include a wide variety 
of titles, especially suitable for junior hig,,.,_,h.,__.,s~c~h=--.o"-'o"'"'l"'-"'s-~-------
Most of the titles on the list appear on recognized standard 
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lists of books for children. 
These books are printed from o~iginal plates of the 
original publisher's editions on strong paper with unus-
ally good binding reinforcements •. The pride varies with 
individual titles but all"are inexpensive. 
Wide knowledge of individual publishers-r· their stand-
ing; standards, and characteristics, their lin0s and special 
interests; is indisr)ensable. Purchase of a given book is 
often finally decided by the publis:ber's imprint. 
1'here are certain underlying principles 
related·to the selection of books which should 
be kent in mind. Each school librarian should 
study the aims and characteristics of his or her 
school, in add:i.tion to the curr:i..culum and the 
community, before beginning to build the book 
collection. Certainly the types of students, 
their interests and abilities, are also to be 
considered. The quality of the book collection--
not the mere numbers of books--and the ability 
to meet these afore:rtQentioned needs have been 
recognized as of first imoortance in the 
criteria recently set up by the Cooperative 
Study of Secondary School St:andards.l 
rl1o these principles ma·y be added one 
other, perhaps less familiar: keep abreast 
of the changing currents of thought and 
oninion, and give aduquate representation to 
the scientific, social, ~md intellectual 
forces that are shaping-the modern--Yvo-r-}T~-;;.:-h-----------------
Balanced judgment and the constant 
weighing of relative values are required 
in successful book selection.3 
lBoyd,. J;;sie~·A Basic- Book Coll;~ti-;-;-fc,;~ll:-igh--S~~;-cl~~. 
Pp.5-6 - --·· ~-- ~----.....,.,.- -·- ---
2Hai'nes, Helerr-E--;--Living-v"d-t-h~Boo1fs-.-· -P.-----t}4,-..,----------------
3 . ····.· -·-··· ... 
Ibid. P. 35. 
-! 
! 
B 0 0 K S E L E 0 T I 0 N 
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!----------------------------------------------------------
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IV. BOOK SELEC'l'ION AIDS 
Successful book selection demm1ds not only a living 
background of book familiarity but sound c:t•i tical judgment 
and discriminating literary taste. No one can correctly 
appraise a book's c1·eative power, originality, style, or 
nlot stru.cture wlw :t.s unable to recogn:l.ze and estimate ' . , 
those qualities G Sound cr·itical judgment is acouired nhief·· 
ly ·through the appl:1.cat:i.on of intelligence, concentration, 
and attention to good. reHdl.ng. rrhere can be no sound 
~:ri.ticHl judgment thnt ia not b1'J.sed ·upon corJ.stant 
fmnilierlty ·with books. 
Abil:l.ty to compare and contrast books of sim:i.1ar type 
or character is one of the best qualifications for effectiw 
book se1ectiono It can be acquired only by buil.dine; up fl. 
background of personal acquaintance with literature. 
This background, although it must be formed by reading--
the fundamental basis of book knowledge--m&y be developed 
I 
through the faculty ofjattentive observut:l.on, the habit of 
f 
dipning into a book Rnd of brov1sing hore Dnd t11E-:r·e tltx·ougl"L 
fJ:owovo:c, it :i. s :I:mnos s:l.blo to know ~md stttdy tho g1·eat 
number of hooks for· ch11dren o:t· to keeo 11p w:t tll trw lnrgo 
DUblicstJ.ons of boolc:-: oach yoaJ.•. 





careful pr·epar·ation on the part of librarians and edu-
cators. A few are comprehensive in scope including not 
only many titles but information concer•ning copyright 
dates, editions, sex•ies, publishers, prices, decimt.ll 
classification numbel"s, LibrQry of Congress car·d num-
---~~b__(3rs, and the subject matter of the books., There ~u·e 
only a few cda"i.ctly junior 01"" senior high i3chool lj_sts' 
but many of the lists for both ,junior and r,wnior hig...h 
schools designAte the books suitable for junior grade 
It is l1<:.1Cescwry to ~r·ely on tb.c:se authorJ.t~~tive book 
selection aids and on carefully selected book lists and 
book reviE~ws. 'l'he intelligent and effectivo ll~HJ of all 
available book selection ai·ds is of utmoBt importance. 
The best as well as the sim.plest metbods of selc:Jction are 
to make use of reputable annotaled lists of children's 
readj_ng. 
Aids and guldes a.vai.lable in the~ practic~' of book 
selection range frorr1 the billliograph.ics.l publications of 
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the AnHn•icBJ1 Libr•ery Association, of' other libl"n.:ry organi-
zations, of ind:i.vidu.Hl llbr<!:Jri·- s, of edue·-d~ :1.ona1 institutions 
and assocj.atiohs, tl1rough tr1e b1.blj_ogx:tP>hica1 pub1:1.cations 
of specin1 or general pu.blish:i.ng firms, to tho C<':l.taJ.ogues 
issued by book dealers, and the bibliographical 




the varied literature of bibliography--general, special, 
and trade bibliography; and to the expert in book selec-
tion there is a fascination and value in almost any kind 
of list, catalogue, or other record of printed material. 
Even in the present limited study of simpler basic 
aids, the librarian should try to gain a sense of the 
interest and information that may be found in any record 
of books. 
Every available vmrk of bibliography 
should be examined, when opportunity offers; 
unfamiliar titles encountered in other lists 
or in reviews should receive a mental note. 
It is possible to make every printed record 
of book titles (advertisements, publishers' 
catalogues, booksellers' lists, and 
announcements) add to one's familiarity with 
books. In observing them, consider whether 
or not the author's nrone is f~niliar, 
whether the book is new or old, whether you 
have seen it or heard of it, who publishes it, 
and what is its apparent interest or appeal. 
The development of such a habit of mind will 
gradually build up a background of book 
acquaintance, constantly useful although 
necessarily superficial. It must be remembered 
also that it is highly important to be in-
telligently informed concerning books that 
for one reason or another have not been in-
cluded in selection. The blanket response, 
"No, we don't have that," when a request is 
made for a particular book, is an easy 
but unjustifiable evasion of responsi-
bility. There should be some under-
standing of why the book is not avail-
able--some knowledge of the authority 
u on which selection has been based, 
2:5 
some familiarity with the comparative 
book values, some valid indication that 
a reasoned judgment has directed selec-
tion.l 
The most reliable and standard aids or guides to old-
er, standard, and contemporary literature for junior high 
school librarians Catalogue for High School; 
with its supplements, and Children's Catalogue, with its 
supplements, both publish_ed by the H. W. Wilson Company, 
.both dictionary catalogues of books with analytical 
entries. These are necessary hand books in constant use 
by every librarian. Both books are sold on a service 
basis which includes the annual supplements until a new 
edition is published. They are the most complete cata-
logues of children's books suitable for junior and senior 
high schools. Titles are selected in collaboration with 
specialists in the field of children's literature in both 
school and public libraries. They are kept up to date by 
frequent supplements. 
The books are classified according to the latest 
edition of the Dewey decimal classification with the ex-
ception of fiction which is listed according to author. 
1Haines, Helen E. Living ~ Books; ~ art of ~ 
,---------~~~c~t~j~an~+-P~-·-·~5~8=-~5~9~·---------------------------------------------------------
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A section is llstr~cl for OfJtJ;'/. books. 
'l'hese books serve as e. 1Hl.sj.c hu.yJ.nc; 1J.f3t as they give 
the books recmmnended by experienced librarians for school 
library collections--also they serve as a reference tool, 
·galuable beerxu.ae of the analysis of many books and be-
cause of the descriptive notes 9.bout them. 
A large number of books a:ce starred for first purchase; 
and of these, the books of lasting merit which shou.ld be 
available to all children are double starred. 
Besides these two basic books, there are a large 
number of Buthorat~tve books and llsts wh].ch should be 
checked for buying. 
It is neee r1 sary to examine the hnooY·t ant books and 
lists which have be em written by authorities on childr(m. t s 
books. ·A st~dy of these annotated lists will give a 
background for the lib:r>Hl':lan to consider .twr 
'<mtil"O libr·ary colloction and will enubl0 her to make 
new solectlons with intolligence and ;judgmoni,. No 
lib:rarian is concerned merely with adding ti tlcs of new 
books; she mu.st also be certain that the library con--
tains the books which have been considered of exceptional 
excellenc& in years past. 
'J1here arn a great numboro of excellent standard and 
recognized book lists "'hich <!Y'<~ cnn:3idcn·ecl L.J.S important 
tools ond are in constant use ln I.J. --'pP-&e-t-:1.GB_o~f~· --'1"'-)<.o.e.)-"'O..::::k:__ ______ _ 
Among one of the older-books is~ Bookman's Manual: 
~guide to literature; by Bessie Graham, first published 
in 1921 and issued in revised, enlarged editions in 1924 
and 1928. It is published by the R. R. Bowker Company 
of New York, a firm whose history is part of the pioneer 
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--record cf lL'i'!lerica.n book trade bibliography and that stands 
beside the H. W. Wilson Company in its cloE~e relationship 
to library interests. The Booksman's Manual i8 a general 
guide to standard and contemporary literature,. not an 
aid in current book selection; but it is of such 
practical usefulness in building up a broad professional 
acquaintance with books that it belongs in the first-aid 
equipment of librarians .. 
Realms of Gold, a survey of the history of five 
centuries of children's books, written in 1929 and its 
supplement, Five Years ..Qf. Children's Books, written in 
19 36 by Bertha E. W1ahony and Elinor Whitney are both 
indispensable. In their last book the authors present 
the readers with the large number of fine books written 
during this five-year period by people of genius 11 who 
have thought their beet, written their best, and put life, 
breadth, and power into their books--a rich and colorful 
stream, covering every kind from picture books and folk 
, _______ an a1 ry tales t-otro--ok-s-airo-ut-c-tn-e-u~-i-v-er-se-:-•',_,_' =1------,-------------
lMahony, Bertha E. and Whitney, Elinor, Five Years .Qi. 
Children's Books. p.l. 
l_ 
rrhis book pY.'GSe~nt S the best of this stream of books 
with descrintivo notes and pictures classified according 
to age and sub;ioct o It is stimulating and at tht:: S11Y!l(::J 
time a practical guide for anyone concerned with 
children's books and the authors and illustrators who 
made them. 
Dne-of the standard gu:Ldi:Js ·with vvbich the librarian 
should bE'> fanLi_l:.Le.r is Childr·en' s Reading: ~ guide for 
. .£_~_rent~ and teach<·H's by Lewis M. Terman and :Margaret 
Lima, l9~St1. It :ts intended to meet the problem of tn-· 
clividun.l diffex•ences in chi.1dron' s interests and to be 
used as a rmide to books available in tho various fields 
of litorature. 
Gnto12ays t~- !~~td~lble Books by Dr. Huth Str'ang, P:PO-· 
fesso:r of Education in· Teachers College, Columb:l.a Uni-
versJ.t-y, is a valuable 8tu.dy. Mon-j than five ln.:tnclred 
titles have been selected to provide for the wide range 
of interests found mnong children of ;junlor high school 
age. 'rhe books ace classifiod in W(0ll~defined sub,j ect 
groups and annotated. 
In making up a book order these books. should be con-
sulted for first orders. A careful note should be made 
through all sect:tons so thc,re \'1ill be o balance in the 
selecr :ton. It must B.lways be ke-pt in m:tnd '1-ht:tt there 
----




Among the newer lists which should be carefully checl{-
ed is A Basic Book Collection for High ~chools, 1942, by --- -- ---- . ' 
several national cmmnittees with Jessie Boyd HS chaj_rmarl, 
and nublished by the H. w. Wilson Company. This lists 
all books according to the Dewey decimal classification 
as used in the Standard Catalogue. It is a comprehensive 
ana -valuable ·list. 
Graded Lis..!:, .£[~ pooks ~ Cb.ildren by the Joint 
Commj_ttee of the 1\.rnerican Libx·s.x•:y- Associr1.tJon, National 
Education and National Council of '.l'eacherB of English, 
Nora Beo.ust, chairman, and published by the Anwrican 
Library AssocLatt.on is also a valuable aid. It grades 
·from the first through the ninth, giving full bibl:Lo~ 
g:r•ap~ic information vv-:Lth annotations for each title. 
'rhere is an author, title, and subject index. 
~ Hun£E.~d li?-~~ .f:£.~ Chi1dren, United States Office 
of Educatlon, 19.!Jr), by Nora E. Beust is a list \"hich 
includr·s books for grades :from tlw first thx·ol:tgh the 
eighth. Annotations and fu11 bibllogranhic info~nation 
are given ~ith each title. 
121: Wf·J.".'f of Introduction, a boo]{ list for· yount; poo~p1e. 
compilE-)d by a J·oint Comwi ttee of th ;· Amo:o?:i.can Libre.ry 
Associatlon and the Nt:J.tional Education Association with 
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rocrea.t:l.onal :r•nadJ.n.g list for young people of high school 
B.ge o rrhe many books. ChOSO;tl for thE~ "JOUrl['; :r•eader WhO is 
now turning to the· more o.dul·t typo of books is based on 
reading intere~ts of youth and includes both fiction and 
reado.ble norr.fiction9 Books are arranged under broad 
reading irnerests. It vlill prove an inter·esting and help-
f1U gu:l.cie for the librarian. 
Addod help may be secured from the interesting book 
Also the book by Anne Carroll Moor·e, !:.Y: Ro~~s to Child-
hood i views ru1d reviews of children's books, 1S1?)~l8 .. - . - --
In the section called '~.@ _Ro~g§ ..:~o _Ql1.ildhopdn :i.n 
a r·E'~p:r·EHJetltative l:i.st of books pnb1i:3hod 1926--193(3 vdtr.t 
book in thi:'J lh1t should bt~ in a junior h).gh school 
librar·y. Practically eVE'I'Y book h re lintecl is in Stan-
ford J·unio:t' Hi[Sh School library and Hll hnve been favor-
J. t e s wi tr.t the students. 
'l'he selection of current titles is an important 
phase of book selection in any library. There are several 
r•eliable periodicals ·which revtew current books and which 
are tools in constant use in the prsctice of book 
selection. 
The Booklist, a guide to cur:r(mt books, is published 
---- . - --···-
semj_mont hly, October tt1Nmgh Jul:y~ n.nd :monthly in Augusf · 
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and September by the Americun Library Association and is 
of value in all book selectlon. This is a carefully 
solected list of current publications ar:r•anged as in the 
catalogu~ by the Dewey classification with notes for 
evaluate the character of the titlAs it incD1des. It 
books B.nd Un:LtGd Stutes GoVf.H'nmunt doe1J.111ent s. A list 
of free and inexpensive material aupc:ars regularly, in-
eluding valuable reforences to pamphlets, brief b:Lbl:'Lo~ 
gra9hies, and ephemeral material. Adult books useful to .. 
young people are selected for· the assistanee of school 
li-brarians, teachers, and club leaders. A pick(-)d group 
of librarians assists in the selection of these books. 
Since HH9, the Booklist has issued. each year an 
addit:i.onal pt1.blic.·1tion called ~st .~" Tl.,iS is a 
selection of about tbrnt"C) lm.ndred t}.t].es ehoson f:r'om the 
year's current is8ues of tho Booklist bv the smue 
00-,.-..-~_,.........._._,_ .. ,."""""'-_"""_' V 
librarians. It has· also a more ft,E-mera1 usefrtlnes s in 
giv:'Lng in comp1:1.ct. :fo:t'm a careful gleani.ng of "books of the 
year 11 that are of particular significance or most widely 
accepted excellence. 
In the praccice of current selectlon for libraric-:Js, 
the ~ok !~~iew Diges~ is the indispensable accomptmiment v· 
----- - 'tO tlie- ~<;:>okli~-. -- -one turns to it constantl·,y for fact 
H.nd opinion about books and w;t•i ters of the day. 'l1he 
vVilson Company a11d is pu.blished monthly on the cumulative 
method that is a fundanwnt:.a1 feature of the Wilson 
bibliographies. 'fhe Book Heview Digest is both a digest 
and an index of selected book reviews, including the 
------- ------lno-:r·t=J irn"po:e·ta.t1t ge1181';a.l Er1glisl1 a11d Aluerict:trl publicH.t:l.Ol1S. 
A list of the reviews from which tbe ~igests are made 
appears J.n thn front of each number. Books entered are 
arranged a.lphabetically b·,y- the nnn1e of tJl.e author of the 
book reviowed. AuthoP, title, nl[~CH, pnbl:l.srlGr, price, 
pages, and other essential bibliographical information 
..... 
a:t:>e given for each book. A compa.ct, descriY)t).ve, non-
Cl'i tical note :for each title is foLLov:eci b:y pointed 
quote.tions from various r·evim.ra ~ 'I'hose l.;uotations re-
fer to the periodical from which tlH:ry a:r•e reprlnted. In 
addition, line reforences to reviews from v1hich no 
quotation is made indicate sources in which a given book 
has been :eeviewed. 
Of the full r·ang<C! of the Wilson b:ibliogranhical pD.b-
lications only a word can be said. They repres~nt, per-
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haos, t':e most extensive and intf:msive system of ext~eacting 
and conveying lnformf1t:ton from pr:Lnted mat<i~op that hnH 
yet come into oxistence. 'l1hose catalogue fi, lists, and 
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students, and book users in all fields of.knowledge. 
Every librarian, every worker with books, should be f[.U1Dl-
iar with their variety, scope, and nvthod. 
'J.'he Wilson Bullotin for· librarians, a monthly pe:t:>iodi-
Cfoll d(woted to library t3nd bibliogra~~Jhical articlc::s, lists 
about twenty book8 in en.eh is8rte unc1er 11 Standard Cr1ta1og 
libraries and are always wor·thy of consid.oration. 
shop f'or boys and g:Lrls at Boston, lv!assachusetts, gives 
short, annotatecl l:lsts of cur·rent child:r·en' s books, 
literary criticism, _and interpretive bJ.ographical sketches. 
This is a valuable literary magazine for une :in book 
selection. 
'Pl · Li' · •a·~·· · J r ·· ' ·1 -l··li '~'' ·.o. ,.-i ,, .... • ... · t·' ·L· ~ ... 10 or _.r.J_ :_~, puv ... s. ""· , CJrlllLlOn . .rL y, cui.'··:,:.'. iu.s 
section "Children' H Books" '"jllich lists boo:ks ~:~ppraised 
b·y· ehilclren' s l:tbrH.rians should be car.·efully chocked .. 
In all these magaz :trH' s ther~; are valuable suggestions 
f'or new books which should bo earef·JJl;y studied.e rrher•e 
are many regular weekly or monthly magazines wh.lch. ,give 
authoritative lists. 
The 11 New York ~Pimes Book Review" is part of the Sunday 
ed\tion of the New York Tines. The section 11 New Books 
--. -. --for--BO~rs- and-GD:'ls 11 - is conducted by Ellen Buell and Anne 
Thaxter Eaton. 
"Books" in the New York Herald •rri bune has a page 
conducted b-y May Lamberton Becker called "Books for 
Young people. 11 
rl'he nsaturda-y Review of Literature 11 has a special 
-young people's issuea 
'rhe 11Scholastic 11 magazine and the nJunior Scholastic'.' 
-·-----have-good revie1~.rs of chilcb'en'~ books. 
11 Elementary English Reviewtt is a publication which 
freouently nrints lists on special subjects and often 
contains Hrticles on children's books and autbors. 
rr•J1e Subs-~ription Books Bul}-et~n, publ:i.shed by the 
Amer].can Librr:try Association ouarterly, analyzes, com= 
pares, and appraises all encyclopedias, sets of books, 
and other books sold by subscript:l.on. 
While not a selected librarian's llst yet of real im-
portance is Publishers' Weekly, published by the Bowker 
Company. Where tb.e B<J.okl~st. and £_ook !i-eview ~ are 
selective, the Publishers' Weekl~ inclusive. It is 
the American Book Tr•ade Journal and offers supplementary 
assistance. This ,jour•nal appears weekly throughout tb.e 
year and lists ·with brief descri nti ve annat BtJ.ons, as 
;'rrhe WeGkl~r Record," .new books of the week arranged by 
authors vrith fu.ll bibliogr·aphieal infor:m.at:ton. 
rJ111e Pu.bll~~.!!' W~e~~ly :J.s primar:t.1y concerned with 






concerning books. It publishes no general book reviews; 
but there are articles of interest to librariens, news 
notes of books, publishers, authors, and announcementS" 
of prizewinn5ng bookR. Several times a year there is a 
sneciHl children 1 s nurabGY." v1hlch is mont u.seful. 
Every school librs.r:tan should be f'am:i.LLar v;j th the 
~---
sel.·vh;es that- ~u·e available at the ~headqunrters of the 
American Lib1:·ar;l Association, 5;::o· North Michigan Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois. Expert help in book selection can be 
secu.red through its lists of books. GirculF.a·s listing 
publications of particular interest to schools may be 
secured upon request. 
Many state departments of educatlon Ol' state library 
e.gencies issue special lists wliich are ava:i.lable to 
librarians. 'l'he Oregon State LibrB.ry issues many types 
of lists which 8(3t a standard for ·the beat books for the 
least cost. State library lists vary in arr8ngfnent, 
some grouping by grade, roughly by s11b,ject, or' class:t-
fication number. 
'l'l1o state of Californ:u-1 publishes ma.n;y bulletins and 
lists covt-Jring a. wide variety of subj oct matt or. P 1easu.re 
Rea.dins for Boys and Girls, prepared by a statewide 
~------
comrnJ.ttee of school librarians and children Is lib:r-a.rians 
an excellent list 
for careful study. ---------------1 
Marry libral"ic~s i::~sne lists of various t-ypes. Books 
for Yt?~ P~9J2l,;;,, calle-d Branch Lib:r·ary ~ !!_ewE; is 
issued yearly- by the New York public Librar·y. 
Aids and bulletins may be received from the United 
States Government which issues many valuable publi··· 
cations. 
some of which e.re listed :tn the apnendix. 
The East and West Association of New York prepares 
a monthly bulletin called npeople 'rhrm:tgh Books. 11 '.L'he 
subscription price is one do11nr fo:r' ten is sues. 
rl'hH Child Stud:v Associat\ on of Araer:tca issues a list 
q,OJL~ .~ .QJ_r]-s, 11 selected by the Children's Book 
Connnittee of the Child Study Association of Alncl'ica. 
It is a carefull·,y selected list, g;~.~aded with annotations 
and all or·der information. 
Publishers' cutalogues which.ere sent at regular in-
tervals are of value in giving information about new 
books. Note may be made of any desir'e.ble book vchich can 
lflter be checked against some reliable listo 
Certatn publishers havo a speclH1 se:r.'vice of sEmding 
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mont111·,v bllllE-:t:i..ns listing bookB wh:tclJ hEtVE) been recmmnend<:;d 
by relisble SOU1'CEHJ • 
A monthly pamphlet called "The Title Page" --news of 
books and authors--is published monthly by the Juvenile 
Department of the Macmillan Company, 60 Fifth Avenue • 
New York, New York. This includes bo~ks for younger 
readers as well as those for high school age. A short 
-sketch of the authors is given as well as a good review 
of the books. The books listed are found in authentic 
sources such as the Library Journal. Macmillan has 
many special booklets Which are worthy of study. 
Lippincott-stokes issues a library bulletin every 
two months. It is of value. as books from the best of 
children's authors are listed with annotations. Every 
library should receive a copy of this "Lippincott-
Stokes, Library Bulletin, 11 by J. B. Lippincott -Company, 
East Washington Square, Philadelphia 5, Pennsylvania. 
They also issue other interesting materials for book 
selection. 
Harper sends each month a School Library Bulletin; 
Charles Scribner's Sons issue a booklet edited by Alice 
Dalgliesh; D. C. Heath and Knopf also issue library 
pamphlets. 
Other sources of aids for purcl~se are: ex~ibits of 
books by publishers at the Professional Library in 
acramen t~Kti-on-of-b-o-oks-i-fl-ethe-r-1-i-b~a..l!-i-e.s..,-----------­
and supervisors' recommendations. 
Fx·om among these aids, this m:tmbc::r of books for 
child:t·en which others. have selected, it is the task of 
the librarian to choose wisely, to see that every need 
is satisfied, tmd to feel that the money entrusted to 
her h8.S been used wisely as well as seeing that the 
interest of the child is satisfied. 
---------- --- if. li1ni te(J litit of aids usecJ at Stan-
ford Junior High School is found in Append~x A.· 
3'7 
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V. REFERENCE BOOKS 
Knowledge is of two kinds. We know a subject ourselves 
or· we know where we can find information about it. 
The primary purpose of the library, to develop gen-
eral reading interests from specific interests, must be 
kept in mind vrhen determining what part of the initial bool< 
~~-- --fund should be spent for refex•ence books. RefGr•ence books I change less than any other class of books. Worthwhile 
refer•ence works require time and thought in Lhe making and 
are expensive, but they last longer than the ordinary tr•ade 
books bougl1t for circulation purposes and re(:mlr·e less dup-
lication. Cheap reference works are often compilations of 
old material gathered from books after copyright restrict-,. 
ions have expired. 
Reference books come nearer to being a constant quan-
ti ty than does any other class of books. Consequently, 
thAre can be a more or less fixed knowledge of these books. 
One of the most usef·ul guides in choosing reference 
books is the New Guide .!£ l~~fer~n£~ ~ by Isadore 
Gilbe:r•t Mudge (American Lib:cary Association). 'l'his lists 
and annotB.tes two thousand reference wo:r·l<s, arranged by 
subject, \d th an excellent index. 
It is fitting "chat the guide to the whole field of 
ness,_ arrangement, and authority, one for all other 
reference works to emulate. Miss Mudge is the reference 
librarian and associate professor of bibliography in 
Columbia University. Her guide is kept up to date by an 
annual survey of recent reference books which she makes 
in the January issue of 'l'he Library _!L~urnal. 
Heference books should be chosen carefully with re-
gard to their need and use. ·An answer should be found 
for ev(CJry question and every need should be satisfied. 
A complete junio:r• high school library should have every 
reference book which will meet the needs of the students. 
One .must be constantly o:n the watch for new mBterial whj_ch 
will make th.e collection more complete. The H. W. Wilson 
publicatj.ons are alwa~ys of valut) and worthy of purchase. 
Hefex•ence books cover a ver·y lar•ge f J.e ld. rrhere ar·e 
specie.l cha:r•acteristics to a refepence book which must be 
recognized. The purpose of a reference book in general is 
to answer a specific question in the shoitest possible 
time and the most direct manner. 
Although one might use any relaced book in his search 
for the needed information, reference books are usually 
geared specifically to the type of use for which they .,re 
intended. rrhey are often specially organized, edited' 
and arranged. They differ from books which a:r:e wri tte:n 
to be read, not necessa.rJ.ly in subject but, in nua:atity 
of info-rlnation and in i~h(-J organization and pr•esentation 
of the fiiaterial. rrhe ,,dito:r'S try to pack as much information 
------
as possible into the given space. This information may 
be prt'lsented in many ways, but in a good reference book 
that arrangement is such that its use may be rapid Hnd 
efficient. A good index is one of the important require-
ments of reference books. 
'l'o test the vr1lu€~ of a reference book involves con-
s:Ldering its usefulness in relation to the pm:•pose for" 
which it is intended. 'l'he following characte:r·istics 
should be noted: what subject is covered, the copyright 
date, v;here published, how the information is presented, 
its accuracy, its index, and its specific use in the 
library. 
In order to get the best information on reference 
.books, especially dictionaries and encyclopedias, the 
librarian should consult "Subscription Books Bulletin," 
an Americen Library Publication which critically ana-
lyzes and estimates all new encyclopedias, dictionaries, 
and gazeteers. 
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Every junior high school library should have Comuton's 
P_!.~t:u~ Encyclof)edia Hnd the !s:r~~ ~ !!_ncy_£~OJ2edia. 
which must be replaced at le<Jst every four yea1•s in order 
to keep them up 'co date. A good plan is to replace in 
alternate years. The old volum.es are taken by the com-
y and a discount is allowed on them for the new set. 
The Encyclopedia Br:i.tanni.<?~ r::~houlcl be in all junior 
high schools. 'l'his set is kept up to date by purchasing 
the Year ~ok which gives a r•ecord of events of the pre-
ceding year. 'l'his is sold at a special discount of two 
dollars eighty-five cents for the ten-dollar volume by 
using the coupons which we1•e sent when the ::et is pur-
·chased. 
The Encyclopedia ~nerica~ is a valuable set of 
second choice. It is U'~ed considerably for biographies 
and scientific articles. ~.1his is also kept up to date by 
a !_~-~~ ~!:; sold at the special discount price of two 
dollars eighty-five cents. 
For a one-volume encyclo,,edia, the late.st edition of 
the Lincoln Libr>ary of Essential Information is the most 
valuable. It is found to be the most useful and is widely 
used by all classes .. The large Hnd very full index at 
th~3 ond of the volume Hwkes the book especiHlly usef·u.L 
'l'lH:n"(') shm:tlcl. bo x•efer-enco books to cover practicHlly 
every field. HowevPr, care must be taken that books be-
yond the ag,e level are not included. 
-~- ;are 1 b k " 1 d d .. ' " 1· t; f 1nere severa year oo ·a lnc u e. ln c~e .ls·- o 
:cefer<:nce books in use at Stanford J·unior High School, 
but of first importance for purchase is the v.' idely useu 
b JOk 11he world Al,!!~~~<?_, which must be purchased early in 




:Phe United States Government issues, among many other• 
publications, many digests of data, statistics, abs·t;racts 
of reports gathered in various fields. rrhese publications, 
appearing regularly, supply invaluable current information 
and open the vva-y to a wide use of gove.rnment resources 
which might otherwise be almost inaccessible. 
The field of reference books is large and varied. In-
dexes, books of quotations, blographies, and manjr others 
Hre useful and impo1•tant. As sum].ng it would be of value 
to havr; a picture of the reference books whieh are usEJd 
success:fulJ:y at Stan.ford Junior H' gh Scbool, a list; 
according to thel:e classification,, is given in uopendix B. 
T H E COUHSE 
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VI. THE COURSE OF STUDY APPROACH 
Selecting books wisely for the 1 i brary is of utmost 
importance as it affects the entire personnel of the 
school. It needs the cooperation of principal, teachers, 
supervisors, and students. The library must utilize tpe 
knowledge of various members of the faculty in their 
special fields. It is necessary to meet in advance the 
needs of teachers for their classes. -Children's books 
must be continuously read and reviewed by the librarian 
in order that she may be familiar with the books which are 
constantly being publishedo 
In addi ~ion to the' information available from pro-
fessional sources, valuable information can be obtained 
from the children on the kirrls of books they like and 
want as a permanent part of their library. 
While books in the library often fall into two sep-
arate classes, that of recreational reading and those 
books needed to supplement work especially assigned in 
/ 
classes, it has generally been found that each class over-
laps the other and that most of the books, either fiction 
or non-fiction, are used for recreational reading. 
Probably the most important and universal use of books 
for both children and adults is for recreational purposes. 




The entire field o overed by the oour se of study in 
each department must always be kept in mind so the stu-
dent will have placed before him the best that is avail-' 
able. There is a definite purpose behind the curriculum 
and its relationship with the library. 
Since there is this cloE;e connection between the cur-
/-----riculu.'Tl and the library, the library collection is to a 
large extent developed and planned 'in the light of cur-
rioulum needs. Reference books, books of both fiction and 
non-fiction are selected ahd organized specifically to 
1 meet these needs. In connection with these needs, many 
! 
bibliographies are made relating to each unit of work. 
A. THE ENGIJ ISH DEPARTMENT 
The course of study has a definite pattern but need 
not be followed specifically except in principle. 
Definite assigned topics are listed for each grade 
in the English department with the purpose of guiding 
the children's reading. 
FIC'riON READING 
In both the seventh and eighth grades, the English 
classes attempt to have a definite relationship with the 
work done in social study classes. The seventh grade curri-
culum in all fields attempts to help the child understand 
the peoples and places of the world; so in the choice of 
to W].<len nrstTittfr1rlrl----;md-krrcrwred.-ge.-..------------
( 'll l I (. i' ( I I \ \I \ l' t· 1... i ·\ i l' 
~ . . i : ) \ \ ' l ( ) I I ' ~ \ ~ ' I ·I '; ' 
EGcontl-y a letter· waB receive·-: from a 
young AmGrican soldier te1ling about the 
celebration of Chx•istmas in a Dutch home. 
"It ';u=J..s all just what I had expected, 11 
the soldier wrote. 11 And when I r<:;alized 
with some surprise that I lmew what to ex-
pect, I began to think how in England and 
:B1 rance and Belgium--places I've never seen 
before--I 've felt a sort of 'at-hmaeness.' 
It's because of the books I've read, not 
so much the grown-up ones as those I knew 
- -- -When I was a youngstel", and the ones I l~ead 
with my seventh and eighth g:r>ade classes. 11 1 
Particularly for young adolescents, books can pro-
vidE-) a bridge between what is already .fHmiliar and what 
lies beyond the average child's sph~re of knowledge of 
the '"Jor·ld, as well as of the responsibilities on the other 
side of the years of growing up. For at this stage most 
people begin, dimly perhaps, to feel a sensa of identity 
with a world lar-ger than the enviPonmont o.f' home, school, 
anci self. They ar·e concex•ned with what they B.:ee going to 
be when they grow up, and with how the~r are going to fit 
into their adult world. 1l'hey are testing their own pe1'·· 
sonalities against those of the people around them. They 
are learning to use .judgment, to make decisions, and to 
take resuonsibillty. 
Few children, for instance, read folk and fairy tales 
,,_,j_th any intention bc,yond having fun. But along with the 
1 A Gan 
•------standing Each--Otner 
1945. 
of Books. Rop:d.ntod :tn 11 Undor-
rrh e Camp F' i 1" e Ch r -tr-r ,-NKr_nouv't:E-Ji'i'i:trrlilt)t)_e"'-:tf'i,-,-__ ----------
Al' •.tO 
fun, they take in unconsciously some idea of the thoughts, 
feelings, fancies, traditions, distortions, superstitions v· 
and ethical teachings of the common people of all races in 
bygone oges, and this is the beginning of kno·wledge of com-
parative religions. Not only ths_t: they tdentify them-
selves to some extent with the characters of folk and 
---nriry lore, 
could do in no other way exc('lpt through iTnaginationo ri'l'l:i.s 
is a wonderful thing, for imagination and a sense of won-
dar, strengthened by use, are qualities essential to the 
·full realization of self and to the understanding of other 
people, iheir ·ways of living, of thinking, of believing, 
and of worshippinge 
Thus, without conscious E"~ffort, ·and with no purpo~3e 
beyond enjoyment, the seventh grade student who reads 
widely, eagerly, and intelligently begins to understand 
sometl1ing of· tT1e texture of human livJ.ng and to see hove' he 
fits irito the pattern. He begJns to be at home J.n the 
world. 
In the eighth gl~ade, we ag[dn attempt to corrE0late 
the interest and vror-k :i.n sociEtl studies and to encourage 
the cllild to road books of the lUiHH'icml scene. We 
attemp·t to wlden his interest by h.aving him become 
acouai.tlted with the growth of American ideals; to under-
stand- the vrirlc~d. -life of many sections of the C01.:tiitl-;'y 
4? 
so he ma·y then progl~ess to tht;· consideration of moder·n 
social problems; to realiz(} that read:Lng may help him 
see his own and Amorica' s r•elationship to the ro st of 
the world. 
Books about the pioneer' days of this country, such 
as !E-e Matchlock Gun or Judith Lankester or Johnny 'rrema~ 
arid all good books of whatever period or setting or• cir·-
c1.unstances, w:r•itten vd.th lmowledge, insight, and honesty, 
h<>.lp the reader to an under·standing, so to s0eak, of the 
world of hurnanlrind. such books have great lessons to 
teach about tl!e qunl:Lty of human ch~n·actor; e.nd beca-·lse 
t·hey 11.r·e. fun to Y'E:uld, tl".wsG Jussons have much gJ:>eater :'l.m·· 
paet nnd :cca1ity than Hrry Hbstract discuBs:Lon of ch.a:eacte:r 
v building could ever have. 
The great body oi' historice.l and regional fiction 
offers rich informational background and v alunble r·eading 
relationships. 
Americsn history CfJ.tl cover· the ground from the early 
colonial P'"riod through the revolution and the formative 
years of the government, tho ·,r;hole pionoer era of ever-
advancing frontiE-H's, the Clvil IVar and its B_ftermath, and 
the era of. 3.'is:tno; industrial power, of increo.sing social 
and economtc pPoblerns. 
'T'his p1w.sn of reading for ;junior· high school students 
---- -- ------- ----
is 6f ut:moat importance. It is through th6se books we 
give them an understanding of history and historical 
events. Also, we can hereby give color and romance to 
our ovm history which will encourage him to continue 
hi~ re~ding interest. 
In the ninth grade, The ~ of ~ Cities by Charles 
-Dickens is required study: with as much supplementary 
historical· fiction reading as is possible for the stu-
dent to cover. 
Biographic novels, family sagas, regional novels, 
all merge so variously into historical fiction that 
border lines are often indistinguishable. 
The Hurricane by Nordoff and Hall is also required 
study with supplementary reading of books laid in the 
Pacific area. Through these topics of suggested reading, 
the student is led to books of fine literature. 
48~ 
The. use of fiction in vocational guidance has become 
increasingly popular as a means of encouraging young peo-
ple to read about occupations. Entertaining novels and 
stories about workers in various fields have been partic-
ularly useful for exploratory purposes with students who 
could not decide upon a career and in cases where students 
were apparently indifferent to the necessity of making any 
choice. 
ori.-Efl:l"Wi-th--a--rrcura te m;cupati-ona-1-s-etti-ngs-a-r-e-a-t-i-m--------------
ulating and effective in giving the real feeling of 
occupational life. For· example, Jane's Island by 
Marjorie Hill AJ.leH gived the reader a glimpse of 
scientific ViOrk. 
lVlony of these books also stress qualities. and char-
acterlstics necessnry for success in occupations. 
'rhese ·books should include as many occupations as 
po-ssible. 
Some criteria for selecting vocational books a:re as 
follows: 
l. Does the book give the real atmosphere of the 
occupation? 
2. Does it show chai•acter•--is there at least one 
outstrmdlng person? 
3. Does it tell a story? 
4. Are the occuputional facts accur-ntely and con-
vincingly presented? 
5. Does the book maintain a fair balru1ce between 
the story and the Qccupational setting? 
Some types of vocational novels are: 
l. IPiction based on the author's personal experience 




2. stories in which the characters indicate, through 
. thei:r- entrm.siasm f.or their wo1•k or the-il"' dislike 
of it, the sort of appeal it will have. 
3. Novels that present the atmosphere of the 
occupation, the indefinable "feeling" of it<. 
A partial list of vocational books used at Stanford 
Junior High School is shown in Appendix C. 
The value and importance of fiction reading deserve 
-much consideration. Fiction reading gives a spark to the 
imagination that kindles the powers of the human race. 
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The range of the fiction field is varied but necessar-
ily limited, and the selection that it represents is 
illustrative and also, necessarily, more or less arbitrary. 
The novel of character and family life; the biographic 
study shaped and colored by the novelist's art; the 
chronicle of social change, unfolding from past to present, 
the fiction that rehearses and challenges our economic and 
industrial problems; the great fields of regional and his-
torical fiction are all types that aid in the development 
and the education of the student. 
The structure,, of the modern novel is based upori many 
of the novels suitable for the junior high school age. 
Such authors as Dickens, Hawthorne, Melville, Alcott, 
Masefield, and many others are a splendid introduction to 
the books which will be read later. 
This is the age when the taste can be cultivated for 
1s,tor1cal novel wl'ncl'I is SllVOl:rn-ltrr-tn-ttre-J:a-t-er-------------
years of reading. At this age a discriminating taste may 
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bt1 for·med for the many h.istoi•ical nOirel s which may be en-
joyed in later yearso 
'' 
'l'hechoice of books by the students must be constantly 
·watcbed.. '.~aste and approach are of first in1portance in 
the reader's app1•oach to a novel. Bad taste, undev_elop.ed 
taste, the taste that craves a single kind of sustenance 
and complacently r•·fuses anything diffe:t•ent, will block 
advance on highnr levels. We must try to train for a 
clear approach r·ather than one which is confused and pur-
poseless and v:hich shuts off all perspectives. 
Students should be trained to realize that all Nlf:l.ding 
should have some incentive.: entertainment, retreat from 
reality, companionship, informat].on, pursuit of a speeial 
interest or preoccupation, menta] stimulatlon, enlo.rgE.nrlent 
of' cul Lural background, the ::;e are some of the main 
m:·ov ccatLms. So many reader•s approach a book without a 
clear idea. of any purpose and never· realize or follow 
out the paths it opens to some enlargod 01· different field 
of interest. 
' 
Fiction reading is a great persRasive medium of edu-
cation and enlightenment, and it exerts a gJ:•eateP ,irif'hvmcE> 
over the reader than any other body of literature o rrhe 
enjoyment of f:tct1on reading gives a rounded cultural 
development to the individual.reader. 
Fiction has a power as a record and interpretation of 
eYery aspect of life; and is !'elated.· to all fields in 
education, history, science, and many others. 
'l'ho selection of fiction books ls of utmost inrpor-
te.nce. We must st itnulnte, educate, and satisfy evel'Y 
student--have books which answer evol":)~" need and glve him 
w-hat he desires. 
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In chaos ing light fiot ion, tl:tepurpose migh.t bo: to en-
courage poor readers, to encourage a love of :r·eading.i1 to 
give simple pleasure, or to stimulate. 
BIOGRAPHY 
The reading of good historical fiction and books of 
travel is a preparation for the reading of biography be-
cause it helps to give the setting necesse.ry for an under-
standing of characters. 
Biogr't:lphy, more than any other form of literature, 
transmits a mirrol' image of the individual human bei.ng 
in his immediate life experience. It gives to the :r•eader 
a. sense of ~<haring :i.n actu.t:ll human o:x.pEn·iencEJ yet of 
estimating and judgh1.g it at the St'i.me time; a 8ense of 
coming in touch vliL living po:r:·sons, noc' me:r·ely with 
famous nrune s, and at the sa:rne tilne a realization that 
each·character, each destiny, is molded by influences 
of heredity, envir•onment, and circumstances outside in-
dividual control. 
After the foundations of the biography collection 
are m[c~de, fower biographies proportionately will be 
added because there are lLJually mo:rn current publications 
of immediate importance in other classes. 
During recent years there has been a large incr·ease 
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in the product~ton of biography and this necessai•ily entails 
more careful selE:1ction. Since all work of good quality 
is desired, every biography suitable for the ,junior h.igh 
school age needs to be carefully checked. 
rl,he human appeal of biogr·aphy relatE:'S it to evel'Y 
other class of 11 teratul'e. It presents eve'r>Y hlUiH:Ul in-
terest and activ:'Lty tlu•ough the r·eco:ed of incH vidual ex-
perience. So it is closelJ allied to imaginative liter-
ature; to history, to all fields of work or of thought, 
and so it wakens and stimulates interest :'Ln h1.story, art, 
science, and :i.ndustry. 
Biography represents, of course, fundmnent al material 
of history. History deals vdth events, their reasons, 
their com·se, their relation to the past, their in-
fluence on the futu:r·e. Biography deals with the human 
beings who shared or shaped those events, their natures, 
purposes, defeats, and tx•iumphs. 
r:I'ho :eeading of biography for the ,iuniox· high school 
student :ts also of importance becw1sE~ of its lnspirat ional 
• 
NON-FIC'l'ION 
Many books not in the fiction field have a wide and 
definite appeal to the junior high school child. 
He enjoys finding books about games and amusements, 
how to make marionettes and toy theaters--stories of 
prehistoric animals and primitive man, world exploration 
and discovery, ships and the sea---books about boats and 
most especially all books on aviation. There are stu-
dents in junicr high school w:t:to much pre fer these books 




Integrated in all the grades is the study of poetl>y 
and drama. 
Poetry and dra:ma are the first fo:r•ms of literature to 
delip;ht little childrene · If the child has acnuired a 
background of fnvorite poems through011t his school years, 
his taste end appreciation will have developed so he is 
ready to enjoy and<{eJ.ight in the fine poetry which is 
presented to him in his junlor high school yeax·s. 
A love of poet~y should be ~ultivated in boys and 
girls not only because the music and swing of its verse, 
its stirring spirit, its beauty and magic and rrrystery. 
belong to childhood but also because one who grows into 
adulthood with a love of poetry is quicker· to see and 
feel the beauty around him and he is stronger because of 
this keener perception. 
Po~~tl':'T end.ches and invigornte:J 8.11",1{ 
individual life tlw.t CH.Il absorb it o It 
trains r::md stimulates trw imaginatj_on and 
thus gives the povwr of entoring into ex-
periences not our own, of con.rprehending 
mood8 and wayB of thought that we do not 
shHre, of living m<'ny lives besides the one 
that constrains us . , perhaps, within narrow 
bounds.l 
YHAINES:- HEL-EN. Living with Books. New York, Colmnbia 
niversit Press 1935.--pige 382. 
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With the steadily growing interest in poetry, the 
popularity of anthologies has constantly mounted and the 
number published increased. This demands careful dis-
crimination in selection. There must be close considera-
tion of scope and value. The most important factor in 
.. selection is the editor or compiler. Anthologies ed"i ted 
by Alfred Noyes, Louis Untermeyer, Joseph Auslander, 
Harriet Monroe, or by other poets of standing and 
critical writers of imaginative and literary gifts are 
of value. 
In Bookman's Manual, an entire chapter is devoted 
to anthologies--extremely useful in its selective list 
of well-known and representative collections and as in-
dication of the extent and variety of the fieldo 
DRAMA 
"While it is necessary to have on the shelves a good 
collec.tion of representative plays for all grades and 
for every occasion, the main collection is chosen by the 
drama teacher and kept in that department. 
B. THE SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT 
The books chosen for the social studies department 
cover a very 1nterestl.ng f1e1Clo lt is the 
business of the librarian to supplement the course of 
study as used in each grade. In the seventh grade the 
history and description of all foreign countries are 
studied, while in the eighth grade the study is con-
centrated on American history. In the ninth grade the 
--study is based largely on the social sciences 1n a broa~ 
general field, vvhile the language departments use as 
supplementary reading history and descriptions of the 
countries which are being studied. 
In the rich development Which char-
acterizes the past twenty years of 
children's books, some of the most signifi-
cant writing has been done in the field of 
history. Among the recent writers of books 
for children dealirw; with history are 
authors who have taken a keen pleasure in 
putting their shcolarship and personal en-
thusiasm into books for boys and girls. 
Sweeping changes in the writing and 
teaching of history during the last genera-
tion, the new attitudes toward children and 
education, have resulted inevitably in a 
new kind of his tory book. 1 
Many of the newer books deal not with individuals and 
incidents, with his tory in compartments of nationalities 
and countries, but with movements and ideas, with the acts, 
with the inventions and discoveries as they have affected 
the course of events and the 1 ife of men. In such books 
t--- ~---~~~--~-~ 
1 Eaton, Anne T. ~eading ~ Children. p.22?. 
as Gertrude Hartman's The World Ji.ii Live ..!n the au thor em-
phasizes beginnings~ basic facts from which great move-
ments have developed. She shows an unierstand ing of a 
child's interest and th~ way in which he thinks. Her 
These United States ill1!i How They Came to :Be chronicles 
-the grovvth of this country from the time before the white 
men came to the days since the World War. Great explorers, 
pioneers, and inventors are here--their attempts, accom-
plishments, and the resulting effect on the country and its 
devel oprnent. 
And so, likewise, a vast number of books are written 
in the field of history which stimulate the student to 
independent thinking and establishing both perspective 
and unity in the view of human affairs. 
This study naturally merges into the field of social 
sciences, all with the purpose of developing better 
citizens. 
Probably no field of literature has shown such great 
recent development in volume and in popular interest as 
is evident in the social sciences. Since the World War 
problems of international relationship, of political pur-
pose and method, of economic rehabilitation, of social 
adjustment, have been most important problems confront-
ui-ng. the world. These pro ems are co sid-ere·d-:vi:ta-l~o------------­
the continuance of. individual living, and so they are 
made the basis of study in the ninth gradeo Many ex-
cellent books on the junior high level are being written 
by recognized authorities. It is well to check care~ 
fully from the standard aids before selecting books of 
this type. 
The literature of travel is one of the most diverse 
and far-reaching divisions of literature. It holds the 
raw materials of history in records of exploration and 
a:i:·chaeolog ical discovery, and in annals of voyagers and 
adventurers. It extends into science--anthropology, 
botany, the study of man, of nature, and of the earth. 
Covering these fields, many beautiful bookE are con-
tinually being published. The classics in the language 
department find background and supplementa;l material from 
this field of history and travel. 
f----- ------------
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C. THE SCIENCE DEPARTM;ENT 
Children like books of science. Children of all grades 
seek the science sect ion to look for their own special in-
terests. The bocks written today hold a real interest for 
children. 
There can be .no question of the dominance of science 
in the world today. The literature grow·s constantly in 
volume and variety, keeping pace with the manifold devel-
opments of so ience in th eery and application and with the 
risin[ tide of popular interest. 
The world's attitude toward sctence, like its attitude 
toward history, has undergone great changes during the 
" 
past few years. Scientific knowledge is no longer kept 
in tight compartments labeled chemistry; physics, astron-
omy, zoology, and botany. Scholars, students, and teachers 
are seeing the natural world as a whole, with emphasis on 
the interrelation of its parts, and this tendency is re-
fleeted in the books on science written for children today. 
We find many groups of books like William Reed's The 
Earth for ..$am; the story of mountains, rivers, dinosaurs, 
and men; also, his .Ih.Q Stars ill ..§.?l!!, presenting the new 
conceptions of space, time, and matter. 
Another volume for young readers in which a scientist 
shows he knows how to write for youthful readers is 
---Carroll ~.,e.nton' s Life Long Ago, ~ story of Fossils. 
The ~rri ter i_s writing of s orneth ing in which he himself, 
is enormously interested; he is interested also in passing 
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on his knowledge and enthusiasm to boys and girls, vd.th 
the result tlwt young people who read and usG the book 
have the feE~ ling that the:v too are mak~ ''g an E:)xpedit ion 
with a friend vTl10 both s timuJ.:Jtes mu:1 s aU.sfies theLt• 
cur1.osJ.ty. 
1'here are nmner·ous books of simJ.la1 . type which fas-
cinate the children. F'or ever·y subject taught in the 
science department there are interesting and attracttve 
book:: to meet the requirements of his grade. 
Besides all the interesttng books of animals, birds, 
flowers, rocks, trees, and many other intere8ts of 
science there is the great fJ.e1d of 11 Hovr things n.re done"--
thP why of thtngs. 
Airplanes possess the imagino.tion of the average. boy 
today; also ship-building; dfving; r•adio, the story of 
corrnnunj_c ,:,t ion; motion plctures; and a host of otber 
modern wonders. 
There are a few specific points for consideration in 
the sE3le ction of books in science; the author's uuali-· 
fications his ""Uroose the manner of treatment a11d datr.' 
' ~· ' ' , ' - . v 
and publisher. 
Familiarity with book reviews in scientific periodi~· 
eels is a chief factor in discriminating current selec-
t:Lon. Also some background acquaintance with the lit era-
_ttu.•e o s c Hmc e l s ne ce s sa ry :Lf~t1Ie\)()CJ1rs'1il'1'e:r, -ttou-tbrEeJ-.c3'llrr1oo-ss1"lerrur-----------
wisely and &ffectively. 
\----------
D. THE ART DEPARTii1ENT 
Children of today who have access to the books which 
authors are thoughtfully writing for children and artists 
are illustrating with beauty and understanding enjoy a 
first-hand experience in art denied to boys and girls of 
earlier generations. Boys and girls who are exposed to 
the work of Dorothy Lathrop, of Helen Sewell and the 
Petershams, Ludwig Bemelmans, Arthur Racham, a.nd Maxfield 
Parish have a rare training in line and color, though at 
the time of reading they may be consciously intent on 
story a1 orie. 
There are many excellent books which are designed to 
lead children into a conscious appreciation of art by put.;. 
ting into their hands a well-selected and stimulating 
collection of beautiful pictures, beautifully rep,roduced. 
Anna Berry in her~ for Child~_has ·written such a book. 
Its one hundred twenty-one pictures, chosen with imag inat1. on 
and intelligence from the works of great artists of all 
periods all over the world, are groupedunder separate 
headings. 
Of s :i.milar type and equally beautiful are ~ £ictures 
to Grow Jill n!h and Pictures to Qr.Q!{ Jill ~ by Katharine 
Gibson. Pictures Every Child Should Know by Dolores Bacon 
should be included in the library. The Goldsmith of 
----~
Florence by Katharine Gibson is a rarely beautiful volume 
\ 
which gives stories of individual artists and craftsmen 
and magnificent reproductions of the ·work of Ghibe:rti, 
Cellini, Pe.ul Revere, and others. 
Anna Chandler in Treasure IJ.1rails in AE! gives in-
teresting background information on twenty·~three paint(-:rs 
from Giotto to van Gogh with expe.rt reproductions of 
-their paintings. 
Opal Wheelor and Sybil Deuch0n• have w:r>itten a simple, 
appealing little biography, ch,"rmingJ.y illustratecL by 
Dorothy Bayl y, of an early Italian painter• called ~ 
Giotto •rended ~ Shee:p and also Millet ~l'i.lled rl1he Soil, 
an equally charming booko 
IJ.1here are many books of Lhis type which ar•e of real 
inter•e st to children in the junior high school. 
Besides these types of books every library should 
have books of the old masters with descriptive material; 
such books as ~orld-famo~ ~~ng~ by l<oclrwell Kent, ~ 
Story of Art· the Lives and ·'.Dill!!(les of the G:reat Ma.ste:r.•s by 
_.,._, .. .-... ....... - ... o=bo..,. ·--' ., __ -- """' . ~-,-- t. 
Regina Shoolman and Charles Slatkin, and Stori.es of the 
. -
~ by Amy Steedman and other.• si.milar books. 
All the above mentioned books may be used in app:r.•e·~ 
c.i.ation '.vork and interest$ One beautiful book which will 
be much appreciate:i and enjoyed is rrhe En,joyment of Art i~ 
America by Regina. Shoolman and Charles E. Slatkin. 
--------rrn.e study of such books will do much to increase the 
~students' love ~nd appreci.&tion of the beautiful. 
------
--- -
In sel~cting these books, these points must be noted: 
authority, simplicity of style, arrangement, entry under 
specific subject, indices, pictorial, illustration, and 
general format. 
Much use is made of these art books. Clarses come 
into the library for art appreciation leesons. Individual 
students are often using them in the library for pure en-
joyment and they are sent into the class rooms for special 
work. These books are a definite contribution to the 
library and add "pure joy'' in the use of books. 
So we must meet in advance the needs of all teachers 
and departraents. We must keep before us the entire field 
and then place before the student the best that is avail-
able so that: 
1. He will widen his interest. 
2. He will enlarge his interests by surveying what 
both careers and leisure have to offer. 
3. He will become acquainted with the growth of 
American ideals. 
4. He will underE,tand the varied life of many 
sections of the country and may then progress 
to the consideration of modern social problems. 
5. He will have a realization that reading may help 
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the rest of the world. 
E. THE OOCIAL ETHICS DEPARTMENT 
The Stanford Junior High School is unique in offering 
a special course in social ethics. It is greatly appreci-
ated by the students Who feel ·that they have gained much 
which is definitely worth while and which helps them to be-
come happier and better a.dj_us ted .; -A~ ,..,...;,:t,,rr,,-.L !J.U.L V ..L\.A.lAO.. ..L. Co 
The social ethics course of the Stanford 
Junior High School has presented the opportun-
ity for consistent repetition of proper actions 
until they have bee ane unconscious habitso -
For trying to duplicate perfection helps to im-
prove self. The course features courtesy and 
attempts to associate with it all that is de-
sirable in human contacts. Our underrotanding 
of courtesy is "the happy way of doing things." 
The eradication of bad habits is neces-
sary before good ones may be inculcated and 
cultivated. Self consciousness, bashfulness, 
a.nd embarrassment are earmarks of ma-ny junior 
high school etudents. Such students are 
literally filled with complexes. If the 
school can untangle some of these emotional 
situations they can be rendered innocuous; 
if not, the individual enters adulthood with 
characteristics which mitigate against his 
success throughout his entire life.l 
The social ethics course does much to simplify the 
complexities of everyday living and attempts to reduce 
the turbulence of everyday life to some sort of orderli-
ness. It seeks to te.ach students that many of the troubles 
and wrongs which come upon them are often the results of 
--------their own mistakes and their negative attitude toward life. 
lHughson, Beth. A prograrn in social ~me.!li tie_s designed !lll, 
character .traini.ng for .J.u.nior .hi,gh s_chool.§. (M'a.ster' s 
Thesis) Stanford, 1939. pp.109-110. · 
=------------------
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In the course many situations are set up that parallel 
outside human contacts and social experiences. 
Through this course the students gain a f~rlliarity 
with books on etiquette and personality. 'rhey are given 
a bibliography of articles and chapters in books y.;hich 
are found in the library on these subjects. Often the 
oooltsare taken from the library for use in the social 
ethics department. Books from this section are frequent-
ly read by students of all grades. A list of the books 
I /'. {_::. :-· ' 
in use at Stanfdrd is given in appendix D.. 
/\ 
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VII. THE APPROACH THROUGH GENERAL INTERESr.L' 
A. 1l'HE CLASSICS 
The selection of books dealing with sport s to:r•ie s, 
adventur•e, vocation, and all the other interesting and 
valuable ty·pes of reading should very definitely be 
supplemented and stressed as of equal, if not of first, 
-importence with the so-called children's classics. 
How to determine what is to be called a classic is 
sometimes difficult when we keep in mind that the book 
6? 
must have stood the test ·of time. A classic is a work 
which has appealed to a great vari(:Jt-y of people at widely 
cUffE)rent periods of t:he world's history, and is, tbc-n•o-
fore, a v1ork which pPesents permanent and universal truths. 
A classic not only has something to say but says it; sur-
passingly well, •:dth simplicity, beauty, and force, and 
with a perfect fitness of form and to thougcilo 1l'he effect 
is to quicken and strengthen·the reader's imagination. 
It is for this reason that the classics, appropriate for 
children, appHal to. those wb.o c~m be led to read theme 
l\lhmy of the old lege):ldS have the vory qualities <:<hich a 
child craves--simplicity of speech, singleness of motive, 
·and di.rectness of \3.Ction. 'I'oo, the stor•:r tellEH' generally 
keeps stl~ictly to th.e 1natt"'X' in hand with no digress:1.on 
or expressions of op:l.nion. He uses the minute, reB.li.stic. 
-· ---detat-1 which children enjoy. 
The classics will give to children a taste of real 
literature. They need an acquaintance with a few of the 
great books to counteract the mediocre quality of much 
of the present-day juvenile literature. 
Also the classics' breadth of vision enlarges a 
child; s outlook. 'l'he [)oy V'.rho has sat at the Round 
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with Arthur and the Knights, or lived through the struggles 
with Robin Hood, or the girl whose sympathy has been 
touched by the lively story of Ramona, or enjoyed life 
with the Alcott family wi 11 never be limited to the 
narrow horizon of the child Who knows only the modern 
story. 
The classics supply young people with 
the best material for hero-worship. Every 
child is by nature a hero-worshipper, and 
this quality, if the right ideals are 
supplied, develops character. Is any moral 
teaching so successfuLas that which fills 
us with a glow of pride and enthusiasm and 
the resolve to be like our favorite heroes? 
Could any disquisition of truthfulness, honor 
and courtesy be so effective with the boy 
or girl as the vis ion of Arthur and his 
Knights standing about the Round Table, each 
holding the cross of the hilt of his sword 
before him and promising "to be gentle in 
deed, true in friendship, and faithful in 
love?" The clas~~ics teach us not in 
didactic fashion but by pr6viding ideals.l 
1-Fay, Lucy. Instruction in~ ~.Qf. Libraries. p. 305 
1'he boy or girl who reads some of the choice epics, 
stories, novels, biographies, allowing their mind to 
ponder upon the problems of conduct involved, will :r·e-
ceive many deep and permanent moral lessons. 
'l'here are many other elements of lasting cultural 
value in the study of literature, but first of all the 
deep and pf)rmanent truths. taught by the classics are 
those of human life and conduct. 
It is of importance to the cb ild, that he have an 
acquaintance with the classics ~1s it gjves him the power 
to interpret his later reading. All literature is filled 
·w:lth allus:l ons which have no significance for him unless 
Gulliver's .!.E_avels, Hobin son Crusoe, and rrom Sawyer e 
Children should become acquaint~d with the classics 
suitable for them .as early as possible ·while their taste 
is being formed. 11hese books which are capable of foster-
ing an appreciation of the beautiful have an important 
place in children's literature. Terman and Lema tell us: 
There is a certain element we seek 
in books which vve tex•m "high l,iterary 
quality. n 'I'his is an indefinable unana·~ 
lyzable ('.Jlement that distinguishes the 
great book from the book which is mediocre. 
Van Dyke B.chiev~ i.t :i.n 'I'he Other Wise Man, 
Huskin in The King of t~GOIC.i."eri RIVer ~nd 
lViark Twain "iii: ~Prin'C'"e" and the Pauper. 
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high liter·a.ry merit must possess an inherent 
sense of beaut-y, nn ability to paint strik-
ing word picturEis, and a liberaii ty of ideas 
which prevents him from ever descending 
into the commonplace. This is the quality 
that makes a book live, as much in the field 
of children's literature as in that of the 
adult.l 
The stories of Hans Christian. Anderson, Hov1a1'd Pyle, 
-James Baldwin, and Hugh Lofting wee all children's lit-
erature but they are also real literature~ Books as 
charming in thought and as beautiful in style as these 
should not be missed by children. 
Imagination is a powerful factor in the daily life 
of the individual. Through the reading of the best lit-
erature, he may develop a wholesome and rich inwgination, 
tempered with reason, which will enrich and st:i,mulate his 
mind. 
It is felt that evei'Y means nossible should be used 
to enccrurage the students to read these classics. 
In orcler to make it easior for the students to check 
themselves on their reading, a list of these books is 
made from which they ma;yr choose. 'rhe standard titles 
recogn J_zed by all good autrnrj. ties have been used and a 
few names of books which seem to fit in with such a list 
have been added., 'l'hese books have repeatedly been chosen 
?0 
1~-- _ _.:hEW IS :M. TERMAN and L:IMA, Iv1AR""UA1ffir.-CJU1ctrent-s-:£tti. (.:je:!Ja:fi~Hi--yl_n:Igr.:---_•L-___.'::-_ --------~ 
New York, D. Appleton-Century, 193£5. Pages 85~8G. 
by both librarians and children as books of outsto.nding 
value., 
'l1his list also ser•ves as a means of putting before 
the child the legends of the past which are so beautifully 
written but which he may not select fur himself' from the 
shelf. 
All these books are for junior high school age. As 
in all the other lists, the books have been chosen for 
this special age. Books suitable only for older or high 
schbol students were not considered. Abridged editions 
were not reconLrnended for it is better for the student to 
wait and enjoy the book in its originaJ form. He will 
r•ead thor:Je books 2t the ngn when. he vdll most enjoy them. 
Hobin Hood, Alice in Wonderland, and 'l'om Sawyer should be 
.:.......-.....- --- ....,..,..,_ --- ·----~·-- - - --::..--
read befor·e a child is sixteen in order to get from them 
the keenest enjoyment. These books, when read in later 
;rears, cannot bring the same thrill and enjoyment. 
There is a long list of classics suitable for the 
junior high school age and covering a w:i.de field of in-
terest. 'l1his list is very popular with seventh, eighth, 
and ninth grades. 
It is esT)ecially gratifying to have ninth gr•ade stu-
dents check the list to be sure they have read all of them 
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Often the teachers give extra credit 
for the reading of books chosen from this list. 
By the time the student is ready for high school he 
has absorbed some of the best of children's literature 
and acquired a taste for the fine literature which he will 
read in his high school and college Y•'ars. 
It also serves as a background which will influence 
his reading taste during his entJre life time. 
See appendix E for the list mentionHd. 
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B. SPECIAL FIELDS OF INTEREST 
Psychology teaches us that we can reach the child 
through his own interests. !t is well to cultivate and 
develop that interest and .perhaps attempt to lead to 
othel' wholesome interests. 
In making the selection of books for the 1 ibrary, 
the libra..ria.n must remember the natural interep.t of the 
child--those interests which bring him joy and satis-
faction. Every individual is better for having some 
hobby, some avocation in life aside from. his vocation, 
and a desire to spend part of. his time in play and re-
laxation. 
There are numerous special fields of interest which 
have an appeal to the child. These interests or hobbies 
when developed by children lead to various lines of in-
structive reading. Besides this, there are many school 
activities for which the library must provide information& 
Children should think of the library as a place of 
"free reading~', not only as a place to find assigned 
rea.ding. Having a strong spontan.e.o.u;;>.s___...j ...... nu.tu;;ei...l.r---"e:LJ:s:ut!.L..· ~ib.Jnl.L,Ja;&_ _______ __::__:_....:.:::_~....:.:....:_ 
subject of perennial living interest, as Benjamin 
Franklin had in electricity, as Theodore Roosevelt had 
in birds and animals, as Frankl.in Roosevelt had since 
boyhood in ships and sailing and in stamp collecting, 
?4 
With the desire to show a group of interests as richly 
suggestive and as widely useful as possible, the following 
.suggested topics are given: adventure, animal lifo, aviation, 
biography, choosing your Job (vocations), deep sea diving, 
dogs nnd horses, ex'lloring, exploring the out-of-doors, family 
life, folk and fairy tales, girls and college stori(~S, health 
and safety, h:tstory and geograph:y, holidays, how to be nopu-
lar, music Hnd art, mystery and detective~ stories, ot~'er 
lands and othor peoule, p~rsonality, nlays and ooems, radio, 
sci(~nce in all fields, sea :L:tfe, spee:'l.a1 hobl>ics ( maJ<::l.ng and 
stage and scroen, transnortation and 
communication, thf.; United Statt-)S and }!o:rth /nrlP.rica, and 
Wor•ld War II. 
'l'hE-) field of child~·en' s interests is wlclu and va:eied, 
and the library nrust give every possible aid to satisfy 
these interests~ 
In the fiold of school act:Lv:i_ties books nmst al\Nays b0 
available to fill the need. Books on parlli!rhmtary lmv, books t___/ 
of plays for special occasions, books on sports, books on 
social D.cti vi t:l.r::s, anc1 .any of the other various Dcti vi ties 
Sonm special noints to be noted jn buying t~ese books 
are: 
1. Is the book by H. recognlzecl author ty on the sub-
J cc.t or· has it boen aptn~ovod by su_ch t.m authority? 
?5 
2. Is the text clearly v;ritten and are technical terms 
explained? 
3. Are the illustPat ions, drawings, diagrar:ts, maps, 
etc. , authentic and well reprod11ced? 
4. Is the book well printed and attractive in form 
and does it have an index? 
5. Is it a book for the beginner or for one already 
.familiar with the subject? 
6. Is thHre a better- or more up-to-date book cover-
ing the same ground? 
?. Is ;,here a more expensive or a cheaper edition of' 
the SW'te book? Which do you prefer to ovm t=mcl why?. 
B. I~ the book a hodge-podge of miscell9neous hobby 
inteFests or is :i.t l:i.m ·ted to one or more sub~ 
j ect.s clearly sot forth and adeouately i11ustratod 
for its ournose? '· .\ 
9 •. Will the nurchase~ of' th:i.s book add life and 
meaning to the h.obby interest J.t :r'epx·esent s? 
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C. NEWBERY MEDAL BOOKS 
Each year at the annual convention of the American 
Library Association a prize for the most distinguished 
contribution to ruaerican literature for children is given 
by the Children's Library Committee. 
A medal bearing the name of John 
Newbery is awarded to the author of the 
most distinguished book published foi~ 
children in the preceding year. The me-
dal is the gift of Frederic G. Melcher, 
editor of the Publishers' Weekly, who 
first presented the idea Of giving a 
prize which would reward and encourage 
writers of books for children.l 
The delegates to the American Literary Convention in 
1919 had been considering the VHrious channels through 
which better books could be made to reach children. It 
was generally felt that the librarian, who is trained to 
judge the value of books and who is constantly examining 
books, and more important still, is in closer contact with 
children of various age levels than are members of any 
other group, should be the one to make the decision. 
century London bookseller who was the first person to pub-
lish books especially for children. rrhe award itself is 
a bronze medal designed by Hen~ Chambellan of New York. 
The award is made to cover books published in· the pre-
ceding calendar yoar. It is restricted to authors who are 
citizens or residents of the lfuited States. There are no 
limitations as to the character of the books except that 
they be original work written especially for children. 
Every member of the American Library Association Division 
of Libraries for Childr·en and Young Pegple has a share in 
the initial voting for the Newbery award~ iJ:ille tabulation 
of these nominations goes~to the Award Committee members 
for their consideration, included in thi~ committee are 
members of the School Libraries Section. 
rrhe Newbery award 1•Vas first made in the year 1922 to 
the author of I~ §~~! 2£ M.~~k~nd, a book illustrated as 
well as written by Henrick Van Loon, whose pictorial maps 
and animated drawings in color supply a desirabl0 imagina~ 
t:i.ve element in children's histories and books of travel. 
rrhe announcement of the awa:r:·d is made at the Annual Con-
ference of the AmE-,rican Library Association, usually in June. 
In all libraries special interest is shown in these 
books and they should ahve.ys be purchased for• the library 
collection e.s they are of excellent literary value. Children 
are interested in the names of these books and enjoy having 
a list for their own use. 
See Appendix F' fo:r• a complete list of these books 
Fiven in chronological order. 
?8 
D. JUNIOR LI'l'ERARY GUILD SELECTIONS]_ 
A subscription to the Junior Literary Guild will bring 
to the library each month a selection of new and outstanding 
books. The Junior Literary Guild is subsidary to the adult 
Literary Guild Club. The books are carefully chosen by a 
group of .literary experts from hundreds of rmblishers' manu-
scripts. The excellence of editorial selection, service-
able bindings, and low cost cannot be cluulicatecl in the 
field of children's books. All books ar·e new and are sent 
directly to the library, shipping charges prepaid. 
One book is selected each month for children, six, 
seven, and eight years of age--primary grades. Another 
is selected for child:r·en nine, ten, and eleven years of 
age--elementary grades. Another, for older girls twelve 
to sixteen years of age, and a fourth for older boys twelve 
to sixteen years of age--- junior and senior high school. 
The yearly cos+ for each +welve-book group is $18.50. 
1~hrough the purchase of twelve books or 1nor'E:l during a 
year, a library may obta:i.n Junior Guild books e.t a saving 
cent discount from the list price. 
r'Young Wings," an issue of several pages which de-
scribes each book, is sent free every mo1ith in advance of 
------~----------···--·-·-·-.. - ----·-------
yee.rly membership, each 
month of the year and a 
bool{.) 
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the receipt of the books. In this little magazine one 
learns of the authors and illustrators of.each month's 
select ions. "Young Wings 11 is a valuable source of 
biographical information and is widely used for reference. 
The books' desQriptions, gradings, Dewey classifications, 
and curriculum indice:tions are ver·y useful. 
Because of the variety of content in the selections, 
the books are useful in many fields. 
Stanford Junior High School subscribes to three 
groups: the intermediate, the older boys, and the older 
girls. They are .always a welcome and :i.nteresting addition 
to the library each month. 
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VIII. SPECIAL SELEC'l1 ION OF BOOKS 
FOR SLOW OR RE'l1ARDED READERS 
An imnortant field of book selection in tJ::te junior 
high school is the cQreful selection of eas·,y interesting 
reading materials for those students v:ho have not learned 
to read efficiently. The recmmnendation for retarded 
readers to read much eas·y, int (n·esting material is sou.nd. 
It is well if they read in different fields--radio, sea 
stories, science, war, travel, and others--they will get 
a good sLa.rt not only on the vocabularies of special 
fields but also their interests will broaden. It has 
often been found thut if an adoloscent' s ird~t'l'C ~> t is once 
aroused, he will seek increasingly difficult books on the 
subject. 
Adolescents say a book is easy to read when it has 
interesting content•-excitenwnt. and action--mystery and 
suspense; adventure; colorful, concrete, reaLtstic, in-
teresting people of their own age or a l:.tttle older, :'mch 
o.s oopula.r career books and books about trades. If the 
book is too slow in gettinr started they lose interest. 
If the book is too fanciful or fore:ign in :tt.s setting, 
or otbervviso too remote from thoi:r· exrwric-mco, :l.t is 
usually not oopular with this group of ruaders. 
rl'he books must have a sh1ple, <::asy vocabuls.r·y. rl'.bey 
prefer conversation to narrative and uarr~tive to ex-
position. 'rhey disTl:ke lorig nr·avi.n;:.;-ou.t- aescr:tpt±ons but- ~- -
welcome suff1.cient description to make ~he scenes and 
1 characters real. Short s:i.rnple sentences, naturalness of 
expression, avoidance of dialect or foreign languages, 
and short pHragr·uDhs all S~)em to give the adolescent a 
favo:r.·able fi:est impression of a booh:, as do also lai·ge 
or mediu.m print, illustrations having color and ::ct:'Lon, 
-and explanaT or·y captions that supplement the text and 
clarif·y its 1neaning~ 
~h:'Lle their readinf is on a lower level chronologi-
cally than the more "uperior rea.ders, yet ewotionally 
they are more advanced than children two or three years 
younger, so it is necessar:,r to find books whose subject 
matter holds th(d.r at tPtrl:;ion yet is G BfiY oi' compl'(-}hens:Lon 
and of eaf:.ry- vocab1JlLl}~>F e 
easy to r"eac1. A1nong these are fast-moving 1:.1.ction, a 
not too detailed or compl:l.CcitE:d plot, a linn ted number 
of characters, careful buildj_ng up to climax, and short; 
chapters. Relationships within chapters and between 
chapters should be obvious and the central theme clear 
and always evident, developed ln a straighLfo~·wctrd 
direct way. 
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By detB.iled studies of reading interest of children v 
of junior high schoo} sge it was found tl.-,e leading in-
terest is for animal nnd adventure stories. cax·ls like 
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books written for girls. Girls are especially fond. df 
mystery books and accounts of home life and family re-
lationships. Love of adventure is the greatest single 
factor in creating interest for· both boys and girls in 
a story. 'I'here is also a tendency for both boys and girls 
to be intel'ested in storiE-is of new countriC'S, r;eople, 
and customs. 
It r.tas been found that children of reta:r·ded reading 
ability b.ave 8. Drefnrenee for books on ElpO:t:'ts and stories 
of much action. 
Nev·l books often must be introduced to the students j 
and various methods may be used: posting a short list, 
disnlaying the colorful covers of the books on thE.; bulletin 
board, printing titles and brief annotations of selected 
books written by the students themselves, putting certain 
recormnended books in a prominent place. 
The teachers apnrecinte a bibliogr·aohy of titJ,c,s Lo 
r<~commend to their studc~nts., 
J:l,l'orn this list of suggested books, the st.udent may 
choose tbe .onc-.;s which appeal to him mo~::t in the areas 
of his keen~st interests. Often a ~tudent's interest 
is sufficiently stimulated by these books so he will de-
si1~e to read the more difficult ones. 
The flrst reconooendation of· a book to a retarded 
reader is most important because if the book is too 
r-------------------------------------~----------------------
difficult or dull to him, ~~his prev1ous-a 
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read1.nr: will bo confir:med. If, on tb.e other hand, the 
book is one which meets a real neod in his life and is 
easy enough for him to comprehend and to interpret its 
meaning accur·ately, he v'iill have an· experience vvith 
re~ding which is functional and satisf·ying=-perhaps the 
first of that kind in his life. 
A list of these books vrhich are used at Stan-
ford Junior Hip:h School is given in appendix G. 
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IX. SPECIAL SELECTION OF BOOKS WHICH DEVEI,OP 
AND IMPHOVg DESIRABLE CHAHAC'l'ER 'JJ~Arrs 
The need for character education is so obvious today, 
the consequences of juvenile de].iny_uenc-y so ·appalling, that \.---·· 
every social agency rrrust exert 1ts influence to the utmost 
if 'Ne are to build a strong sta.ble society, equal to demands 
of chis atomic age. 
Upon i:;}te home and the chtlrch x·ests the heaviest 
obligation in character training, but the school c!llnot 
escape its shar•e of responsibility :in the matter. 
It has been found thet one can introduce ideals and 
prlnciples into the mind of the child much more easJ.l;r by 
··reading·· than by verbal instruction and persuasion. 
The child discovers the ideals and principles for hi~solf. 
The emotional interest of the story gives them a warmth, a 
coloring, and a beauty that awal{en admi1•ation and a desire 
to imitate. 
Books in which a fine ethical s t.Bndard :i.s implicit 
have great lessons to teach about the quality of human 
character; t=md because they are fun to read, those lessons 
have much greater impact and rea 
discusHion of character building could havee 
'rhus, w:l, thou t conscj_ous effort ~md 1p j_ th no purpose be-
yond en,jo;yment, the student who reads widely, eagc::rl·y, and 
intelligently beg'; ns to underst<{nd something of the values 
of hwnan living and to see how perhaps they fit into the 
pattern. 
We must remember that this understandir:g is of im-
portance because the young people of today will tomorrow 
bear a large share of the responsibility for preserving 
and extending the basic freedoms of'humanity. They must 
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approach this responsibility ·with informed mindsa balanced 
emotions, and readiness to assess human values wi thpu t 
prejudice. 
There is hope that many wrongs may be 
put right if, through reading such books as 
Florence Crannell Means' Shuttered Windows 
and ~ M~ Outers and Margaret Thomsen 
Raymond's Linnet~~ Threshold, the stu-
dents can learn to examine the essential 
human elements that lie behind the smoke 
screen of racial, economic, and religious 
prejudice.l 
These books and many more like them are all excellent 
pleasure reading as well. 
Children are susceptible to any 
strong influence. Many of' them take 
.easily to books, and many others need 
u w1se 1rec 1on to bring them under 
the touch of their formative influence .. 
A book sometimes produces a more lasting 
effect upon the character and conduct of 
a child than a close companion.~· 
·------'-
1The Camp~.Q.i!:l, The Camp Fire Girls, Inc. 
;Fay, . Lucy and F..a ton, Anne~- Instruction in t -e -- s e o 
Books §..llii Libraries. p. 306. ----
Today we have the special responsibility of telling 
our young people, through their boolcs, some of the hard 
realities of the world. Children still rightfully demand 
good stories, but they also want to know in what kind of 
world they are living and how they themselves may con-
tribute toward a better life. 
Many of the recent books for children and young people 
which seem to answer this need are given in the list vfuich 
has been carefully chosen and evaluated. 1'here are many 
books which present such problems as the adjustment of 
foreign-born.children in America, race prejudices, social 
and economic differences, good neighbor relations with 
countries far and near, and the translation of democratic 
ideals into every-day terms. Good sportsmanship, honesty, 
a.nd justice are all ideals carried out through these 
stories. 
To write such books calls for skill and a high purpose. 
In analyzing books for inclusion in the list, their 
use as character building agents has been continually in 
and thoroughly discussed 
with students and teachers. From such books the child glean:s 
general principles governing conduct, ideals, and attitudes 
of mind which enable him to see his own difficulties from 
a-wholesome point of view and so to manage him8elf more 
r_dan_c e wi-t:n-th--e-d:i-c--t-a-te-s-ef~r-eaS-on. ___________________ _ 
I 
These books attempt to develop within _ the mind of 
the child the wholesome ideals and_brinc].ple s of conduct. 
r 
i 
•:rho develOYYtllent of wholesome moral principles is one of 
the underl·ying principles of our educat:i onal system. 
There comes a ~ime in the life of 
one who develops a wholesome }.Wr8onnlity 
"~Nhen he commences to i:hink what manner 
of man he would lil<:fo' to be :.:mci, afte~C' 
all, should become. He develops, in 
othex• ·~vords, an ideal of h].s mvn person-~ 
ali ty which he cominonces to make efforts 
to atLain. Various types of behavior 
th:,:t characterized his conduct in tho 
past co:rmnence to be laid aside and he 
tldopts principles of' conduct such as: 
I don't steal, I don't lie, I don't give 
way to anger, I don't strike others, etc. 
What has happened? '.l'he child de-
vr,loped a new attitude of mind, he per-
ceived and adopted a new principle of 
conduct and he changed himself. 
There are certain stages of de-
velopment of the control of conduct by 
principle, each one of which may tt1.ke 
a ·certain amount of time. 
1. The principle is uerceived 
and acltni red. 
2. It remains dormant :ln the 
mind for an indefinite period 
an~has apparently nothing to 
rv' l duct. 
;5. An occasion arises in which the 
su.bjoct sees a relation between 
the occasion and the principle; 
and, v1ith more or less effort 





4. A period of' development 
which these principles more 
and more consistently deter-
mine conduct until the correct 
response to the situation 
follows as if by reflex action.l 
Every title included in the list given in Appendix E 
is used in the. Stanford Junior High School Library and 
has been read by ma..ny ch tldren whose reactions to it are 
known and analyzed. Books are listed for bo:th boys and 
girls, many with titles which glorify the many races and 
nationalities; some for those with interests in sports; 
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others for the mechanically minded; some for the adventur-
ous; and some for those seeking romar,1ce of one kind or an-
other. Children are encouraged to rrake their own selections. 
Appealing to the imaginativ~ life of the child, afford-
ing him a means of expressing those feelings and urges which 
his environment denies him, and permitting him to obtain r e-
lease from the less desirable ones through the reading of 
well-selected books is ·one technique in the field of 
guidance which deserves attention. 
The child associates his feeling of 
happiness and security or his feeling of un-
happiness ani insecurity with the people and 
experiences in hie environment. \Vhen these 
experiences are pleasant and satisfying, the 
child re-lives them frequently in his fantasy 
life. If, however, they are unpleasant 
in nature, the child attempts often to 
escape from their effects through fan-
tasy life that excludes these unpleasant 
memories and substitutes in their place 
imaginations that are more pleasing and 
satisfying. 'rhe vivid and appealing life 
situations contained in the story may 
provide this type of fantasy that is 
helpful and constructive. Although such 
per'ods of happiness are temporary, they 
serve often as an incentive or goal toward 
which the child may strive. In this way, 
properly selected books have a construct-
ive rol.e to play in t Y:e lives of' tl1.ose 
children that are by birthright duo them. 
The reading of properly selected 
books by children is one means that the 
environment offers to satisfy some of 
their natural desires for entertainment. 
The reading of well selected books is of 
value to a given child to the degree that 
it satisfies a particular need.l 
The list given in the appendix is not all inclusive. 
A sufficiently large variety of books has been included 
so that almost any child canable of reading at all will 
find some books that will interest him. 
As has been stated be :fore, the type of ·nopulation of 
a school influences the selection of books for special 
lists as well as the selection of books for purchase. 
Books ar·e li8tocl which will ap.peal not only to boys and 
girls of varying reading abJ.lities but also to children 
of different levels of maturity who have such interests 
1An Invitation to Head. 
· -u-Ltbrary, · ].?;;//.-
New York, lv1unicipt:':t1 Reference 
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as sports, outdoor life, mechanics, airplanes, and ad-
venture both at home and abroad. 
1rhis list has proved to be ver;; popular among the 
students and especiall-y to thosE~ whom we have been most 
eager to reach. The idea seems to appeal to them and 
the discussions arising from their reading is most in-
teresting. 
studen.ts themselves also help to compile or add to 
the list and suggest the annotations. 11lwt, in itself, 
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j_s of i:nrportance and value. The list is constantly being 
sup·oltnnented b-y new discoveries of older books and by new 
books as the;; eome into the li.brar·.:r. In. Appendix: fi is 
a. list of character books which are used at St~mford 
Junior High School. 
The ethical qualities which we atten~t to teach are: 
perseverance, the w:'Lll to w:'Ln, unselfishness, honesty, 
truthfulness, sinceri t·,r, temperance, and tolE.~rance. 
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· X. MAGAZINES 
'rhere is a gr·owing tendency to incorporate in the 
school mn•riculum units on how to :rearJ nevvspaper-s and 
magazin(~ s. 
'l'hat the reading of magazine~ s has a predominant 
place in lhe reading pattern of the people of the United 
States has long been known. 
High school and ,junior hig;h school students are avid 
magazine readers. They read magazines for various pur-
poses: for information of all ty,)es, for entertainment, 
and for material deDling with their hobbies and \\'ith other 
special interests. Some read magazines to kill time, some 
for prestige values, and some for escape. Curricular 
assignments have brought about tho use of magazines in the 
classroom and in the school libraT·y as supplements to or 
f!Ubstitutes for books. J'.iiany students read magazin~)S in 
preference to books. This extensive reading of magazines, 
usually popular magazines, is due to several causes. 
JlllagazJ.nes are usl:tally more accessible than books, a.nd they 
and popular top1.cs. Many magazines require a relativel-y 
effortless type of reading; some magazines are tin~-
savers, digesting nev1s, or abstracting magazine articles 
or books. Magazines carry the appeal of illustrations and 
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magazines that is not available in books. 
Extensive and indiscriminate reading of magazines by 
students creates certain problems for teachers and 
librarians. 'l'he ma.ior problem is not whether students read 
magazines in pref<=:rence to books, for there is no·• in-
trinsic f'acior which makes the :reading of any book of 
superior value to reading B. magazine. Re:ther, the pro-
blem is one of developing in students tb.e abili t:y t.o 
select, to appraisn, nnd to use the·right type of mo.ga-
zine for their purposes, and of providing in the school 
good magazines that meet their neecl.~'l, inte:eosts, and 
abilities. 
'l'o select from the g1'eat 1n:1s s of magazines ava).lable 
those which are suitable for junior high school libraries 
is a comqlex problem and needs careful study .. 
The old tradition that periodicals should re~ain wi1h-
in library 'Nalls seems definit el·,y on the wane. Some 
periodicals not of the cur·r'ent month sb.ould be allowed 
to leave the library -ror classroom periods, overnight, 
or even a week. 
'l'he school librar:Lrm Y·1ho ci:rculatos magazinec~s must 
ro sign herself to a cG:r•te.in mnount of los D nn.d ' .. '(':Hr uhich 
makes the.i.r pres(H'"\ration n1oro dlfficult, so that a clenr· 
distinction between reference s.nd non-reference publ;i. ... 
cations becomes necessary v:ith accompanying recognition 
that in the "Junior high school tEe -use oi.' CUt're.n~-, issue-s 
r-
is more impo~tant than use of older ones. The use of 
Reader's Guide should be part of every student's junior 
high school experience but generally the greatest use 
is not beyond the last six months. 
A few magazines give value and service if bound. 
The National Geographic, Travel, and Scholastic maga-
zines are bound each year at stanford Junior High School. 
All current issues of all magazines are kept on the 
magazine rack or tables so the students have free access 
to them at all times. 
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A small number of students will discover for themselves 
new titles on the magazine shelves, but the 1 ibrarian who 
wants periodicals used to their fullest extent must refer 
students to them constantly as individual needs arise. 
Magazines should be selected over, a wide range of 
content corresponding to the variety, of school activities 
and the special interest of the students. 
Each department orders magazines of special value and 
interest in their particular field. These magazines are 
e departrne n ts. 
A list of the magazines which are used at stanford 
Junior High School is given in Appendix I. 
(It may be noted that Life Magazine is not included. 
Despite its many desirable features, its advertising policy 
U_Ue~l_sHwl:figl'l. we wish to tro-ld,------------
before the students.) 
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XI. CONCLUSION 
In the foregoing chapters the purpose has been to 
establish a. groundwork of principle, method, and under-
standing on which the librarian: ma-y build an individual 
and ever-growing structure of expert book knowledge. 
Attention has been foctlS()d upon books as the object of 
selection, rather than upon minute detail of selective 
processes. The selG)ction of books for the library should 
maintaj_n the highest standard of book values. 
'Chere are mamr publtshed boo]f listi3 and while there 
are some f<'lW st rn1dard lists which includo l!lany books 
which c 1:Jildren should read, neverthE'l1ess communities 
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vary so it is not n.ecessary that thE:se lists be complotely 
standardized. AlJowance must be made for adaptation to 
local conditions and· local personnel; libraries, in ranking ~"~ 
their selection of books, must ma.lce such adaptation. 
With changes of time, nevv or spEJ cial interests may 
arise which deserve speclal atten.ti one For example, as 
California. approaches her one·--hundredth anniversar.•-;y; it 
sunoose there may be a special need for 
book;s in that field. rr.he coming "Atomic Age
11 
also pre-
. sents a chs.llenge to the ]_j_brarian who wishes to keep· 
abr•east of the tinlOSe 
'l'he libral~y nmst never allow itself to becmue stereo-
halY!'G • 
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In buying books fol' chilriren' s libraries, tl1e problem 
is twofold: to l:)'ly initial collections and to ma:l.ntain 
existing ones. Both operations renuire that the person 
making the selection sho.11 have a critical 1mo~nledge of 
a wide ·'ange of publicat:'i ons for children and the abilit-y 
to fit books to different local situations. 
'.L'he problmn of buying new titles is a pro1)lom of 
relative needs and relative values. '1'he children's book 
collection must be kept fresh and inviting; the children's 
librarian ,::ust be alert to recognize new patterns in bool-cs 
and other forms of originality, but the nucleus of every 
collection for children should consist of. the classic and 
standard boo·ks v1J1ich will always be widely read because 
they appeal to basic inte:r·ests. Children's bool{ collec-
tions need never grow dull since generations of children 
come and go Bnd the clientelE-) of a chi1clren' s li.b1~ary is 
constantly changing. 
In mn.king a salE) ct ion of books for the school 
library, the best rule is to duplicate standard books 
rather ths.n to buy widei·,y- of mediocre books. 
to subject 
fields and reading lovels. careful check must be made 
that each field has adequate material and that each 
subject is as completely covered and as up-to-date as 
nossible. 
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Books of real l].b-n:ary worth for J.'ecreo.t:Lonal ret:ld-
ing as well as reference works and supolementary materials 
for curriculum use must be inclu.ded. 
A balance must also be maintained in the book selec-
tion between sub,i ect fields and fields of childr·en' s in-
terests. No one subject field or inte:r•est should abso:rb 
any· major nortion of tb.e book bu·;get. 
Also, books in the varlous fields 
wide variety of reading levels. Reading abilities for• 
eae}) grade sllOV1J a wide variation and for such needs nro-
vision rrmst be made. 
Individual interests and needs must also be co.rocl for 
in making selections. It is thus n·:CE:)ssax•y to choose from 
ever,'{ field of knowledge and ever·y pOB sible interest. 
The reward for such care and effort in selection is 
a gratifying sense of achievement as children are seen 
streaming into the library day after day eagerly looking 
for something--pleasure or escape or information--in-
formation on subjects :l.n the classroom, on club interests, 
ol.1. hobbies, on vocations, or on some <·mterprlse ent ir<')l·y 
their own. 
In their crav:Lng to find out about things, wE::; 
recognize the exploratory function of the junj.or high 
school, and it; ls through this need on the part of stu~ 
dents that we have developed coopEn·ation bot·ween the 
The sense of power that comes from the ability to 
read printed words that tell a ·story gives satisfaction 
to a child; so does the finding of books which exactly 
suit his individual taste. But, in aduition, there is 
an intrinsic joy-giving quality in the best books written 
for children, a quality that comes from the delight 
that the author has felt in making his book~ This joy 
in the writing, which in turn makes for joy in the read-
ing, is the touchstone to distinguish real literature 
in books for boy and girls. 
The librarian must bring to her work love of children, 
love of reading, a sense of literary values, and some 
knowledge of' children's reading habits. 
She must be able to give them books which are pure 
"recreational reading"--the type which they read for the 
mere fun of reading, purely to bring enjoyment. Books 
which carry adventure into newworlds, which entertain, 
delight and create for him a different world.. 'l'hese 
' 
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books ma be fiction or non-fiction, a book on electricity, 
one of fairy tales, a travel book, or a book about the 
outdoors or perhaps an animal story. Theee books depict 
the wants, hopes, dreams, interests, ideas, and ideals 
of the children. As the child reads, his horizon is 
· g, his spirit is deepening, he is becoming more 
aware of other peoples and places,· his imagination is 
stirred, and his emotional experiences are constantly en-
riched. 
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APPENDIX B 
REFERENCE BOOKS USED 
A T 
STANFORD J U N I 0 R H I G H SCHOOL 
RE~~RENCE BOOKsl 
031 ~ Encyclopedia Americana. Americana Cor-
poration, 1940 edition. 
031 Americana Annaual; an encycloped;ia of current 
ev.en ts. AnnuaL 
031 Britannica Junior. Encyclopedia Britannica, 
Inc. 1940. 
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031 Compton's pictured encyclopedia; a good juvenile 
encyclopedia, one of the two leading American 
works in this field. 1!1 • W. Compton & Company, 
1942. 
031 Kane, Joseph Nathan. Famous First Facts. H. 
W. Wilson and Company, 1933. 
031 Kane, Joseph Nathan. ]V.1Q.!..§ :li.,irst JJ'ac-~&. H. Vi. 
Wilson and Company, 1933. 
031 Lincoln Libra_;:y of Essential Information; a 
serviceable one-volume encyclopedia frequently 
revised. l!'rontier Press Company. 
031 The New International ~ Book; a compendium 
of the world's progress for- the year. Funk & 
Wagnalls. Annual. 
031 The World Book Encyclopedia. W. F. Quarrie & 
Company, 19 43. 
031 .l'.h.g World ~ Annual Supplemen~. W. F. Q,uarrie 
& Company. Annual. 
032 The Encyclopecl~ Britannica. ]Encyclopedia 
Britannica, Inc., 1941. 
032 Britannica Book of the Year. Encyclopedia 
Britannica, Inc. Annual. 
050 Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature. H. W. 
Wilson & Company. · Monthly. 
£Slfication, as used-by-Mttdge,-i·~·----------~--------
given with the names of the reference books. 
220.7 Holy Bible. King James version. 
and Company. 
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H. W. Wilson 
291 qayley, Charles Mills, editor. Classic Myths 
in Erigl ish Literature ~ in Art; based 












Schuyler, William J.i£. The Arne rica n ~ Book; 
a record of events and progress. Nelson. 
Annual. 
~ Statesman's Year Book; statistical and his-
torical annual of the states of the world for 
the year. M~cmillan. Annual. 
United States Department of Commerce. Statisti-
cal Abstract of the United States for the Year. 
Annual. - -- ---
The World Almanac and Book of Facts. World-
. Telegram Publishing Company-.- Annual. 
Davis, Howell, editor. The South American Hand-· 
book; a guide to the countries and resource"SS'f 
Latin America. South American Publications, 1934. 
Robert, Henry Martyn. Rules of Order; revised 
for deliberation assemblies. Scott, 1915. 
United States Congress.· Official Congressional 
Direct?ry. Superintendent of Documents. 
Clark, Hugh lK; Clark, Theresa M.; and Harmer, 
Gordon B., editors. Scott's Standard Postage 
Stamp Catalogue; gives illustrations, descriptions, 
denomination, and value, used and unused, of 
all the principal stamps of all countries. 
Scott,· 1Q46. 
Lester, Katherine Morris. Historic Costume; a 
resume of the characteristic types of costumes 
from the most remote times to the present day. 
Manual Arts, ·1942. 
Douglas, George William. The American Book of 
Days; a compendium of information about holidays 




Hazeltine, Mary Emogene. Anniversaries and Holi-
days; a calendar of days ard how to observe them. 
American Library Association, 1928. 
395 Post, Emily. Etiquette. Funk & Wagnalls, 1937. 
395 Wilson, Marjorie. 1h£ ~ Etiquette. Stokes, 
1937. 
421 .. 8 
423 
423 
Shankle, George Earlie. current Abbreviations. 
H. w. Wilson and Company,· 1944. 
Fowler, H. W. and Fowler F. G. The Concise Ox-
ford Dictionar~ of Current English. Oxford 
University Press, 1931. 
Funk & Wagnalls. New Standard _Dictionary of 
_the English Language. Funk & Wagnalls Company, 
1935. 




Crow ell, 19 33. 
Webster, Noah. Webster's New International Dic-
tionary .Q.f. the English LangUage. Merriam, 1939. 
Fern0ld, J. C. English Synonyms~ Antonyms; with 
notes on the correct use of prepositions. 1914. 
Roget, P. M. Thesaurus of English Words ~ 
Phrases; classified and arranged so as to facili-
tate the expression of ideas and assist in 
literary composition. Crowell, 1879. 







Baker, Ernest A. Cassell's New French-Englis]!, 
Die ti onary. Ii'unk & Wagnalls 
Cuyas, Arturo. Avpleton's New English-Spanish 
~ Spanish-English Dictionarx. Appleton, 1935. 
Lewis, Charlton 'i'homas. J:llle_r!J.§.n#tFa_n .f§j;jn 
].i..Q..t.i onar:y. Amer i can Bo ok Company, 19 15. 
Comstock, Mrs. Anna Bolsford. Handbook of 
Nature Study. Coms took J?ublishing Company, 1939. 
Chemical Rubber Company. flandb_g_ok of .Q_her~ns_~ 






Lutz, Frank Eugene. Field Book of Insects of 
the United S't~tes and Canada.-:--Putnam, 1935-;-
Jordanoff, Assen. Jordanoff's Illustrated 
Avtation Dictior.!.?..r.:Y:· Harper, i942:-.. ·--
Mingos, Howard, editor. Aircraft Yearbook for 
1~· Aeronautical Chamber of Cormnerce:-- --
Annual. 
United States Department of Agriculture. Year-
book 9f Agricultur~. Suerintendent of Docu-
ments. Annual. 
11~ 
'703 ~ Stp.ndard ]}ncycl opedia of ~· Garden City 









Gardner, Helen. Art Jhro,ugh j:,.£le ~.§.; an intro-
duction to its history and significance. 
Harcourt, Brace, 1936. 
Reinach, Salomon~ A_pollo; an illustrated manual 
of the history of art throughout the ages. 
Scribner, 193 5. 
Scott Stamp and Coin Company. ~ Standard 
Catalogue of Uni_t.§J! Stat~ Co in.§_ .§.nd Curr_etncy 
.f.r.Qm 16 52 to present. 1935. 
Colles, Henry Cope. Q]'ove'_§ l?tctio~_.x of Music 
and Musicians. Macmillan, 1940. Six volumes 
with supplement. 
Pratt, w. s., editor. ~ ]JeJI Enc,;y_c).op~_Q.ia gf 
Music ~ Musician~. 1924G 
Ewen, David. Living Musicians.. H. W. Wilson 
and Company, 1940. · 
G 
Menke, Inc. , 
The Centur~ Cylopedia 2~ Name~ a pronouncing 
and etymological dictionary of names in geography, 
biography, mythology, history, ethnology, art, 
architecture, fiction, ~tc. Century Publishing 
Company, 1911. 
Walker, .Tohn. Rh:yming _:QlQtionary .9_ ~ 












Bartlett, John. J:t,amiliar Q.uotations; a collec-
tion of passages ,-:"Jhrases, and proverbs traced 
to their sources in ancient and modern litel'a-
ture. Little, cl938. 
Granger, Edith. Index to Poetl~y and H.ecita-
tions; being a pr-acticarref·erencemanua.I for 
thelibrarian, teacher, booksellel', E;locut:ionist, 
etc., including over fifty thousand titles. 
McClurg, cl929. Also a supplement. 
Stevenson, Burton, Egbert, compilers. 
of Quotations, Classical and Modern. 
ivreacr;-cm~ ·· -- - ~-
stevenson, Burton, Egbel'"li, compilers. Ho~ ~ 
of Verse; American and English 1080-1920. 
Holt ,-cl926. 
Van Buren, Maud~ Quotations for Special 
Occasions. H. W. Wilson, cl9~8; · 
13rewton, John Edmund apd Westbrook, S<'ra, com= 
pilers. Index to Children's Poet~y; H. w. 
Wj_lson, cl942. -- ·----
Carabrj_dge Hi story of American Literature. 
Macmillan, cl9217: Three v6Ti.i"nie's7'~-
Cambx•idge Histoi'Y of T~nglish Literature. 
'Mii'Cmi 11 an ,cl9 2Y'"; Fif"teenv olUllEl s-:---
Lord, Clifford Lee. Historical Atlas of the 
-"-c~- ·-·~-- ---···- -- -Unit;:'d .0t~j;_:~.!. Holt, c19'14. 
Goode, J. paul. Goode's School Atlas, physical, 
J22litical, and ~<@@'f~l-;- Rand·'liifcNa.ll~f;-c:t~. 
Rider, Fremont!' Rider's Ca1if_9l'nia; a guide-book 
Webster, Merriame Webs tel'' s Bio~E_aphic~l 
Dictionary. Merriam, cl943'7 
Who Was Who in America. 1897-1942. Marquis, cl943. 
Ewen, David. Composers of Today; a comprehensive 
biogr·aphical Bnd· crftfcalguicfeto modern compos-










Kuni tz, Sts.nley Jasspon. A'qthors today and 
Yl-:sterday, a companion volume to Living Authors. 
H. w. Wilson Company, cl933. --· ----
·Kunitz, Stanley Ja.sspon. British Authors of 
the Nineteenth Century; cmnpletewith 1000-
biographies arid .. -3b0 portraits. H. W. Wilson 
Company, cl936. 
Kuni t z, Stanley Jasspon. rrhe Junior Book of 
Authors; an introduction to the lives--or--
\'Jriters and illustrators for younger readers. 
H. W. Wilson Company, cl9~'S4. 
Kun1tz, Stanley J. Living Authors; a book of 
biographies. H. W. Wilsm1 Company, cl93fl. 
Kuni tz, Stanley Jasspon. r:ewentieth Centur·y 
Authors; a b:l.ogr•aphieal diwct:i.onal'Y-o:t~ modern 
Jite-rature, complete in one volume vdth 1850 
biographies ond 1?00 \J01'tra:tts. H. W. Wi18on 
Company, cl94,2. 
Wilson, H. w. Current Biography. H. w. Wilson 
Company o This "fe!Is who's r1ews and why. 
Mackey, Mary stuart. 'rhe pronun.ciation of 
10.
1
000 £roper ~~; giving famous geographical 
and biographical names, names of books, works 
of art, characters in fiction, foreign titles, 
etc. Dodd, Mead and Company, cl922. 
Shankle, George Earlie. American nickrlames; 
their origin and significe.nce:· H. W. \'Vilson 
companY, cl9~3~ 
9'73 S})ankle, George E 9 rlie. State Names, Flags, 
Seals, Songs, Birds, Flowers, and other Sym-
'Gols; giving tEe origin ana s ignifTCilliCe-of 
the s t a·c; e ne.rne s , n~ , J. 
114 
flags, flowers, birds, songs, and descriptive 
comments on the capitol build:tNU'. and on some 
of the lending state histol"YS, with facsimiles \,,P-~-­
of the state flags and seals. H. w. Wilson 
company, cl97:>4. 
9'73 Adams, James Truslow. Album of Axnerican His-
tory; colonial pc~riod. Scribner ~Tir.P.r: ---- ---
973 Adams, James Truslow. Album of AmericB.n His-
tory; Volume II, 1783-1853. Scribner ,--cnr45. 
9?~'5 pageant of America. Yale University Pross. 
1924-19297 · Fffteen volumes. 
llb 




'l'wenty years· at Hull House 
Aldrich, :p,ess S'~reeter HOMEMAKING 
--------~-----""'---·-~--- --~ 
I\ Lantern in h.or Hand. 
A!]~-~.L M • __ .!?: • 'rEACHTJ\iG 
A House of Her own 
Ann's Surprising summer SCIENCE 
Jane's Island 
SCIENCE 
Al sop.L~~lr112- F ~~ 
vocNrroNs 
She's Off to Work 
AVIA'1'I0i,r 
Ai'tiOHt, H. H. --·-----
RADIO 
Do you Want to get into Radio1 
MUSIC 
Finlandia, the f1tor-y of Sj_bE:111nB 
AS1)inwall, Mn.rguGl'i te 
,., .. _......,..__--.. -·-- --
wj_.nd fl'Olll SpHln 
How every Bo·y can prepare for 
Aviation S<~rvice 
coast Guard to the Hescue 






'rhe Story of the First Woman 
Doctor. 
Bal~R,an~~.?.E 
What the Citizen should Know 
About the Navy 
Barb~1-~_h Henr'I 
Hovr to Play Br:Jtter Baseball 
B~~~...L-!~-~ ty 
She sb.all have music 
Coo~t Guard Cadets 
Ice Patt·ol 
Hoxana Hampant 
Careers of Cynthia 
Other ?eople•s Houses 













rrhe AmPrican Boys I Enginee·r:lng 
Book 
Leath~rnecks, our Marines in 




Red i1•on! 'l'bc Story of a 
Young Civil Engineer 
On Jungle 'Px-alls 
Peggy covers Washington 
Peggy covers the News 
Jobs for Girls 
Civil Service Careers for 
Bo·ys 
Civil Service CA~eers for 
GirJ.s 
Girls at Work in Aviation 
Navy Gun Crew 
Absolute Pitch 
Dance of the Hours 





















Crmrlp_L Irvi!lg JOURNALISM 
119 
Boys' Book of N ewsree.l Hunters ~>.;.----
Our Marines MARINES 
.!2!:}1:in .J lo 1:~~~~ NURSING 
Sin~lified Nursing 
D~vis _,_J?...:.::.::r 8 . nd C:l-r0:tcholl VOC 1'1f1'IONS 
stories of Americans at Work 
De JA~~2..L Ad.ole__ BU:~iiNFSS 
A Place for Herself 
Gay Design 
Year of Promi.se 
Doy~ e , __ }L• IV!. 
A Child Went Forth 
lf:!? e r ~:.5~~!'m~ ngB r~~. 
};Ten Unr1 er Hv:o ;:.ea 
0 c n ~"J l c:;. () 1 d 
E;:r:<!~:~, Louln Grace 
~)eparate Star 
Erickson Curtis 









Ernst, Clayto? H. 
Whnt Shall I Be? 
]\!Iarian - Martha 




Sons of the Hurricane 
F?~ Genevieve 
Army Surgeon 
Lona of Hollybush Creek 
Mounta:tn Girl 
Mountain GiPl Comes Hom<:; 
_fraser 2_g22_elsea 











Frills and ~hrills, the Career 
0 . 
SECRETARY 
Shirley Clayton, Secretary 
Q_oss, Madeleine 
Unfinished Symphony, the Stor·y 
of Franz Schubert· 




~rhey Played the Game, the 
Story of Baseball 
Patsy Breaks into Advertising 
Hall, Mar,j~_r.Y 
After a fashion 
Haverhill Herald 
!!amilton, E. B. 




Son of tlw A, >ple Valley 
S 0 S Radio 
'rhe Iron Doctor 
!fohrison, Martha 
Sandra Mitchell Stands By 
Johnson, Osa 
\arried Adventure 















Foptlights Afloat AC'riNG 
Aviation Cadet AVIA'l'ION 
Elements of mecha.n:1cs MECHANICS 
Mallette GArtrude 
--~-----·--·-
Into the vVlnd HUE SING 
curtain Going Up AC'l'ING 
Dancing Star BALLE'l' DANCING 
Valiant Minstrel MUSIC 
.~:U~·E_t.ers, p~ 
~he Boy~' Book of Salvage DIVING 
When Shins Go Down SALVAGING 
She Strives to Conouer BUSINESS 
AHCHirrEC'I'UHE 
Marian 
vV inning Out NUHSING 
LUMBERil~G 
T-model 'l'ormny 'l'RUCKTNG 
Invincible Louisa 
Getting Acauainte0 with 
Chen1i s try 
Nicolay, Helen 
Wizard of the Wires 
Nolan,~ Jea~~lJtt~ 
Everyday Nursing for the 
EvPryday Home 
The Story of Clara Barton 
-~e_r, JBne 


















neers in Medi- MEDICINE 
124 
Peter Snow, Surgeon SURGHRY 
Doctor Jad MEDICINE 
Ross, lVI. I. 
Land of the Williwav1s NNL'URALIS'l' 
B_ounds , _(}len 
Lumbercamp 
ENGINEERING 
rrouci!down SPOR'rS - FOO'.l'BALL 
New Land 
A Boy With Edison ELI•:C'I'R I C I'l'Y 
~§_ld dmo r ~t..J!~~:~ 
Hill Doctor MEDICINE 
Stradivari: the violin-maker MUSIC 
r.rhompson Mary 
Highway Past Hei' Door FARMING 
World Series SPORTS - p,ASEBALL 
L _____ _ 
SCIENCE 
Wheeler and Deucher 
Franz Schubert and H"i.s Merry MUSIC 
Friends 
Sebastian Back, the Boy From MUSIC 
'11huringin 
'.l'ake it away, Sam. RADIO 
~"~~~-·-
Walter Hec~d, Doctor in Unifor·m MEDICIN:J!: 
'l1hrough Many Windows 
Wo rtl~~·t!J?'l..to~J~~f;l-Y 
Sall-y and her kitchens 
Yates, Raymond F. 
Yaung Men and Machines 
Yeager, Dorr 
13ob Flame RHnger 
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ARE 
USED AT STANFORD JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL LIBRARY 
~-HELIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS ON SOCIAl, ETHICS WHICH 
J\c, ;,~ USED A'J: S'l'ANFOED JUNIOF HIGH SCHOOL LIBHAHY 
ALLEN , BET'IY. 
cl93?. 
Behave Yourself. Philadelphia, Lippincott, --
BAD'£, ERNES'riNE. Everyday Manners for Boys and Girls. 
Ch:tcago, Laidlaw, }'~19-~51. - -
BLACK, KNI'HLEEN. Manners for Moderns. New York, All·yn 
& Bacon, cl9~58. ·- -
BLISS, WALTON. Your School and You. New York, Allyn & 
Bacon, cl92~ ---
BLISS, WAVrON B. Personality and School. New York, 
All~;n & Bacon,-¢:t'938. -- -
BARBOUR, RALPH. Good Manners for Boys. New York, D. 
Appleton-CentU¥J,-cl9~-------
BOYKIN, ELEANOR. _T.~~ Way, Pl~~~. Nmv York, Macmjllan, 
cl940. 
BHO, MARGUERI'J:'J'E. Letts 1l1alk About Yo-u. Nevv York, 
Doubleda'r, cl9~- -- -·---- ---
BROCKMAN, MARY. What is She Like'? New York, Charles 
Scribner's Sons; CT936.-----
BRYANT, BERNICE. Future Perfect. Indianapolis & New 
York, Bobbs-Mf:lrrill, cl9447 
BURNHAM, HELEN. 'The Boy and His Daily Living. Chicago, 
Lippincott, cl-939.-----
CLARK, MARY. Etiquette Junior. New York, Doubleda:y 
Doran Publishers, cl926. 
CRAWFORD, CLAUDE. Lj.ving Your Life. New Yorl{, D. C. 
Heath and Company, -crg4o-: ---~· 
DALY, SHEILA. 
cl946. 
_:Eersonal.!_~I Plusl New York, Dodd & Mead, 
126 
EARLSON, DICK. rromorrow and You. 
San .Tose, Stewart, cl9~S9. --
A Gj:.r~  :9::£· New York, McGraw, Hlll, 
GIBSON, JESSIE E'. 
cl927. 
On Being a Girl. - -- New York, Macmillan, 
HADIDA, SOPHIE. Manners for Millions. Garden City, 
Doubleday, Doran & Compa"Uy, cl932·. 
IRWIN, INEZ. Good Mnnners for Girls. New York, D. 
Appleton-Century ;·-cr93~ 
LANSING, FIJORENCE. Job 'Ethics and Guidance for Youth. 
Los Angeles, Lansing, cH.J~S·2.- ~·-- --·-- ·---·-
12? 
'LE.A_F, MUNRO. Manners Can Be Fun. New York, Stokes, cl9()6. 
MAULE, FRANCES. She Strives to Conquer. New YorJ..c, 
· Wagnalls,. cl95r7. - ----""-
MC KOWN, HARRY. A Boy Grows Up. New York, McGraw, cl940. 
MC LEAN, DONALD. KnowiEg You~~ ~ _Qthel:.~· New York, 
Holt, cH-138. 
PEIRCE, BEATRICE. It's Fun When You Know the Rules. 
· New York, Farre:r-and R)iinehart ,-cl93-s-:--
PEIRCE, BENrRICE. The Young Hostess. New York, F'arrar 
and Rhinehart, --cl93f:r:--
POS'r, EMILYe Etiquette. New York, Funk and Wagnalls 
Compe.ny, cl\=13?. 
RASELY, HIRAM. Finding Yourself. New York, Gl~egg;, cl938o 
-~
RYAN, MILDRED. Cues for You. Nevi York, D. Appleton, 
Century, c Hf.ZCo • --- -
STARR··T~r, HELEN. 'l1he Charm of Fine Manners. New York, 
Lippincott, c19T?7-;--- - --
New York, Gregg, cl~l9. 
WHEATLEY, WILLIAiv1. Building Character and person.ali ty. 
New York, Ginn, cY9o¥6.- --- - ----~ 
WOODWARD, ELIZABErl'H. Personality Preferred. New York, 
Harper Brothers, cl9o5. 

THE CLASSICS IN CHILDREN'S LrrERATURE WHICH 
. ARE FOUND IN STANFORD JUNIOR HIGH LIBRARY 




An Old-fashioned Gi:r•l 
I Aldrich, r.rhmnas Eailey 
'Fhe Story of a Bad Boy 
Andc~rson 
Fairy 'l'ales and Stories 
Asbjor~s~n, Peter_C~h~·r~~~·~s·~t~er~·l 
East o' the Sun and. West o t the hloon 
~tkinson, Eleanor 
Greyfriar•s Bobby 
Pride and Prejudice 
Bacheller, Irvin~ 
A Man for the Ages 
BaldwipJ~..!! 
The ~.tory of Roland 
The Story of Siegfried 
The Little Minister 
Peter Pan 
C a.rroll, Lewis 
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 
Through the Looking Glass 
128 
Cervantes Miguel de _______ :...!. -
AdVE:mtures of Don Q.uixote de la Mancha 
Collodiz Carlo 
Adventures of Finocchio 
Colurn, P~drai_c 
Arabian Nights Entertainment 
'11he Adventures of Odyssess and the 'rale of 1'roy 
The Children of Oden 
The Golden Fleece and the Heroes Who L1ved Before Achilles 
Orpheus, M:ythr-- of the World 
The Deeslayer 
The Last of the Mohicans 
Crailc, Mulock 
Little Lame Prince 
C:r_:ewsick, Paul 
King Arthur: ~rhe Story of the Round '.J.lable 
pana, Hichard .JI.Jnn 
Two Years Before the Mast 
~f,oe, D~ll.iel 
The Life and Adventures of Hobinson Crusoe 
Dickens, Charles 
r s mas aro 
Christmas Stories 
David Copperfield 
The Cricket on the Hearth 
Dombey and Son 
The Old Curiosity Shop 
The Pickwick Papers 





The Three Musketeers 
EgB}eston, Edward 
The Hoosier School Boy 
yrench, Allen 
Story of Gretter the Strong 
The Story of Rolf 
'l'he Long 'rrail 
Gr:i.mm Brothers 
Grimm's Fairy Tales 
Household tales 
Jiar~~~~ 
Tales from Uncle Remus 
Hawthorne, Nathanie.l 
The House of Seven G8bles 
The Great Stone Face 
A Wonder Book 
Tanglewood Tales 
H~~,e;hes, •rhomas 
'Pom Brown t s School Days 
I-Iuvo Victor 
~:..1..----
Les Miserable s 
Irving, washington 
100 
The Sketch Book 
~====~~~~~----------~--------~-----
Jackson, Helen Hunt 
Ramona 
Jacobs, Jose.P.h 
English Fairy Tales 
Kingsle,;y....__Char :J:...§..§ 
Westward Ho 1 
The Water Babies 
Kipling, Rudyard 
All the Mogl i Stories-




Plain Tales from the Hills 
- Lamb, Cha.r_l.~ 
The Adventures of Ulysses 
Tales From Shakespeare 
.Lamb, Harol£,. 
Boys' Genghis Khan 
Lanier, Sidn~ 
The Boys' King Arthur 
editor· 
Arabian Nights' Entertainment 
Lof t.tn.€0 ... J}ugh 
The Story of Dr. Doolittle 
b,.vtton.J Edwar.Q. BulwEl!: 
131' 





Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch 









Boy on Horseback 
Stevenson, Robert Lou~ 







Penrod and Sam 
Seventeen 
!_w~j.~~ark 
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
The Pr:lnce and the Pauper 
yan Dyke, Henry 
·The First Christmas Tree 
Verne 1 Jules 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea 
Mysterious Island 
Wadswor~~z Wallace 
Paul Bunyan and his Great Blue Ox 
Wiggin, Kate __ l?~ 
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 
Wils_on, C., w .. 
The story of the Cid 
~Vys s, Johann 
Swi.ss F<:tmily Robinson 
133 
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NEvVBERY MEDAL BOOKS 
Van Loon~ Hendrik Willem. ~ S~ of M~E~· 
Lofting, Hugh. 'rhe Voyagef!._ of Do_c_"'?_or Dolittl2_. 
Hawes, Charles Boardman ... ~ ~ Frigate. 
Finger, Charles Joseph. · Tales fr<2_~1 §21.~..! Ls~. 
Chrisman, Arthur Bowie. Shen of the Sea. 
Mukerji, Dhan GopHl. Q_aY:.~· 
Kelly, Eric Po 'l,he --[rmnpe~er .£f. g~. 
Coatsworth, Elizabeth. 'l'he Cat Who Went to Heaven. 
Armei:>, Laura Adams. Waterless Mountain. 
Lewis, Elizabeth Foreman. ~ung Fu _9f ~G)~. ~Upper 
Yangtze. ---
Meigs, Cornelia. Invincible Louisa. 
Shannon, Monica. 
Brink, Carol Ryrie. Caddie Woodlawn. 
Sawyer, Ruth. Roller Skates. 
Seredy, Kate. ~White Stag. 
Enright, Elizabeth. 'rhinible sunnner" 
Daugherty, James. Danie1 Boone. 
Sperry, Armstrong. 
'l'he tiatchlock Gun. 
Grey, Elizabeth Janet. Adilln of the Road. -----
194:f) 
1946 
Lawson, Hobert. Rabbit Hill. 
Lenski, Lois. Sl_l~.W~t;rry Girls 
A P P E N D I X --------
-- ... ..,. - 0 F 
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I 
LIS'J:l OF APPROVED BOOKS FOR SIDW READERS 
Forest Pool. New York, Longmsns, 1938. 
Beistle, Adarilla ____.,.._.. -
Open Daily. New York, David McKay, 1942. 
Freddy and Mr. C<:ll11phor. N E::W York, Knopf, HJ44. 
'l1he boy v: i th the par• rot: a story of Guatemala. 
1iJ ew York, Macm:Lllan, 19:,0. 
Awr1y Goes Sally. New York, Macmlllan, 19:.vl. 
•_rrudy and the tr·r:e house. New York, Macmillan, 
19£14. 
· ViJind IsJ.tmd. New York, Viktng PN~ss, 19LI,!3. 
1:56 
Dovm dovm tl:1e mountain. ]'lev! Yorl<, Nolnon, 1~J:34. 
Gulliver ;1 oins the Army. N evv York, Scribner 1 s, 
1942. 
Spinney and Spike Hnd the B-89. New York, 
Scribner's, 1946. 
de Ang_eli, Ma~gueri ~e 
Bright April. Garden City, Doubleday, Doran, 
H146. 
petite suznnne. New York, Mncmillan, 1g:s?. 
M:c. Bumps and his monkey. New York, Winston, 
1942. 
susanna's Auction. New York, Macmillan, 1925. 
Finocchio. New York, Random House, 19~')~;. 
'rhe Great Gr::-npy. New York, Viking Press, 1940. 
_Edmonds, 1J\falter 
MAtchlock Gun. New York, Dodd, Mead, 1941. 
Tom Whipple. New York, Dodd, Mead, 1942. 
The Moffats. New York, Harcrrurt Brace, 1941 
The S 0 cret Cave. New York, Dutton, 1930. 
rrhe Hunaway Deer. New York, Macmillan, HJ;'>8. 
Hust:v Pece o. 
19~?9. 
Gigi. New Vorl\, Houghton l'iflfflin, 194/•. 
Friskey, Mar2aret 
_.._.~--~--""'·· _._ ... _,.... ...... ~-
13? 
t::::::=================~~-=l=u=c=l=z=--=w=i=t=l=l~l~o~b~s~t~e~r~s~'·~~O~x~f~:o~r~d~,~l~9~Li~O~.~----------------------- ---------
Mickey, the horse that volunteered. New York, 
Whittlesey House, 1945. 
Dogie Boy. New York, Whitman, 1943. 
Susan Bewarel New York, Lippincott, 19j7. 
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Flying the Printways. New York, D. C. Heath, 1938. 
A Spaniel of Old Plymouth. N(~W York, Harcourt 
Brace, 19:'1?. 
Vicki: 8 guide dog. New York, Ha~court, Brace, 
lD:i?. 
Holf, an elkhound of Norvrav. }Jew ·york, Harcm1rt 
Prscr·, JY41. 
Kokwa, a l:Lttle Koala bc~ar. I~ew ·yor·k, Longn'l.ans, 
Hi~)~~. 
Ki9gsley,Charles 
Lattimore Eleanor _, ____________ __L_-.,,.
Little pear. New York, Harcourt Brace, 1931. 




Smiling Hill Farm. New York, Ginn, 1937 • 
. 
Homer Price. New York, Viking Press, 194~. 
McK:i.nley, Ohnrlos 
Harriett. New Yo:rk, Vikin" Press, 1946. 
'J~iE-my and the ~'flll JVfan. N ev1 Yor'l<, Doubledf.ty 
Doran, 1D~'SG. 
Joan and the rrhr·ee Deer. Nt-i'N York, Handom 
House, J.rJ.,9. 
Donkey John of 'l'oy Valley. New y·ork, McClurg, 
lSJ38. 
Miss Pennyfeather and the Pooka. New York, 
Random Hause, 1946. 
Y. ·'ov·lr ~,J_CJ1,-,.,s 10
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Mr. Stubb' s Brothor. Ne~:' ·"{o:r·k, Harper· Brothers, 
1910. 
Steady, a basebull star~. New York, Scribners', 
194~~. 
M:r·s. Wiggs of the Cabb8ge PAtch. 
D. Appleton-Century, 190~. 
New York, 
Big Boy. New York, Macmillan, 1944. 




Picture tales from Spain. 
Black Beauty. Ne~ York, Dodd Mead, 19~8. 
Enm1eline. Nevr York, Hol:tghton Mifflin, 1916. 
When Sart~h Saved the Day. New York, Hougl1ton· 
M:i.f:f:"lin, 1909. 
'Kongo the e~ephant. _New York, Knopf, 19~r. 
Sowers, P[lyll~ 








_?> trong, .. RE2d 
Cowhand Goes to rrown. New York, Dodd Mead, 19;59. 
Farm Boy. New York, Dodd Mead, 1936. 
Honk, the moose. .New York, Dodd Mead, 19:'S5. 
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F'. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF' BOOKS WHICH DEVELOP 
DESIRABLE CHARACTER TRAITS 
Alcott, Louisa May Grade ?-~J 
Little Women Litt1G, B:r·own 
Still ragt-1rd od "s one of the outstanding books wr:Lt.tEm 
by an AmE)rican Huthor ~ 'Pb.e four daughto:rs of the IViarch 
h~usehold, which was very nmch like ~iss Alcott's own 
farn:'Lly, are GLtl~ leading cht'l_racter•s. 'l'hoy are all of 
essentially different typos, but their affection for bne 
another and their loyalty to family and ideals aid them 
in the vicissitudes they enccruntered from childhood to 
maturity. It is a pleasant picture of family life. 
Aldrich, Hess Streeter 9 
A Lantern in Her Hand D. Appleton-Century 
:B~arly-d:Yy Nebraska furnishes the background of this 
story. Abbie Mackenzie Deal, des·cendant of Irish peasants 
and Scotch aristocrats, and her famtly furnish a lively 
narrative. 'l1heir struggle with winter blizzards and summ8r 
orought s, scant·.r cr•ops, m:l<l otlwr uioneex• htwdsh:tns :r:e-
creates a pnriod in history. Abbie lives from generation 
to g~'ner•ation, witnes8ing changes in hnr famil·,v life and i.n 
the world about. her. She l:tvefl to see t,rle automoll:t lG and 
radio brin~ the fruits of urogress to her very door$ 
Recom:rnended for tbo older• glrl who l:l.kes I'omaneo. 
Allee, Marjorie H. 
Gre:::tt •rradi t ion Houghton 
'l'he story of five girls who share an apartnwnt while 
doing graduate work at the Uni varsity of Chicago. 'J:hey 
learn to adju:-lt themselves to each other; and Charlotte, 
in particular, overcomes her race pre;ludlces. 
..... -
1\.ndrews, Mar·y 
The Pnrfect Tribute scribner's 
A sto:ey of Abraham Lincoln and of the confo:r·ting re-
alizatJ.on that cau1e to him at the bedside of a Confederate 
soldier when he unders.tood that his Gettysburg address had 
touched the hearts of the people. 
Baarslag, Karl 




Modern sagas of the sea. Here, in a way never pre-
sented b(~fore, is the story of 'Nirelc:JsS telegraphy and the 
first appearance of ,. :l.reless aboard ship, the t_rue stories 
carry through the origi.ns of '1ccmn and "SOS 11 to the Morro 
Castle disaster. It is a gripping record of heroism and 
sacrifice amonp; men that :Ls seldom noted. The:ee is some 
appeal, also, for pirls. 
Barbour, Halph H. 
F'ive-dollar Dog Apnleton 
~he story of a boy who was very happy in the possession 
of a dog he had learned to love; ;)ret vvhen he finds the dog 
is not rightfully his, he offers to rE-;turn it to its own<-H'. 
Beim, Lorraine 8-9 
rrriumph Clear Harcourt 
Marsh Evans, after suffering a severe ease of infantile 
pa:ralysis, is obliged to go to the Georgia Wgrm Springs 
Foundat:"Lon as a pat:"Lent, infltead of enter:"Lng college as she 
l'HHl plaxrned. At firBt, discouraged bocause of }HH' sloY re-
covery, she rebels apainst the Foundation and the morld in 
genoral; but grr-ldua.lly 8he sunnounts her -peT·sonal d:iff:L~ 
cn:Lties H.nd di::cw:ppointments. 
144 
Benz, Prancis }!; • 9 
Pasteur, Knight of' the Laboi·atory Dodd 
1'he story of Louis Pasteur's perseverance, iil spite of 
overwhelming odds, in his senrch for the solution of pr'o-
blems that are of nr,rmanent value to 1aankind. It is an in-
spiration to anyone. 
Bird, Dorothy M. 9 
Grn.nite Harbor lVIacmi11tHl 
'.L'he stoT''I of rpeJ'ri 11 who vdns bnek the se1f-cont'ilL::nee 
~>IH3 lost ln 1.:n acoich~nt :Jnd hm·r she learns th::tt nb.en one 
is fr·ightenod it is better to Hfaec::: UTJ to it B.nd slug :U 
out." 
Brink, Carol Ryrie '1-8 
Caddie Woodluvm Macmillan 
cadd:Lt:", a lovable, courageous tomboy, and her i'i ve 
sisters and brothers helped n(:dghbor:i.ng friendl·y Indians 
in many ways. '.l'his book gives a rich Bnd sat:Lsfy:tng 
picture of rJioneer life as well ;; s o f:tne cxaillple of a 
humHn, yet SU'Jerior, character. 
Brown, Charles Reynolds 9 
~hev ~ere Giants Mamrli11Hn 
nord and.n F:Pnnkl:Ln, Abraham Llncoln, Phi11:l.n 13rooks, 
Eclward Everett Ha1o, nnd i he o·G1.1ors 01 \7nom L) •• 
wr·ites v.rel'e g1ants 11'1hen measu:cGd by an orclJ.nary standard 
of aehiovement. Each was a mas to:r' of Lhnt. ,}iff5.eult art-,-
tb.e art of 1iv:ing. Et=~ch was a -oerf~)Ct oxa1rrol<~ of bfH'nfu•d 
Shnw' s ue~Cinitio.~l of a gentlema,;.1: 11 A Jilan wh~ always t)Uts 
bae1{ into life more tJ:HJ.l1 he takes out l '1 . 
145. 
Cote, Phyll:L s N. 
r/-9 
Rabbit-go-lucky Doubleday, Doran 
N(ary .Tane, '"ho had exnected to hftV<') a dull smm:rwr in 
N O"l Hanmshiro, finds t.hat by keening busv and hB loing 
others, 8hc can mDJW hr'rself and other:3 haprW. '.L'hEJ type 





The world knows the record of Madam Curie's career, 
but for the first tinw J·eads of her backgro1.md and private 
life and how she made sacrifice after sacr·i.fice during hor 
lifetiwe in order to serve humanity. 
Dahl, Borghild 
9 
I Wanted 'J'o See IV! acm:i llan 
It is trur; that all oeonlr-: hi'!VO hnndicBns of some 
kinds, and this story of Miss Dahl's li~e nrnvos that a 
purson with B ser•ious hnnClicar) can b(:J ha-on:v. Sho felt 
bettor rJ.bout hur own ·ooor s ip:ht whEnl she w a.s be:! 1ping to 
make life easier for others. 
Davis, I,avlnia 
Stand Fast and Hepl·y DoubJJ;day, Do1·an 
eonsidere ·' a 11 dud. a When she movec!_ to the country and 
forgot herself in ber work and interest in other people, 
she found the reverse to be true~ 
146 ' 
Davis, Robert 
Gid Granger Wilson, Holiday 
'11he story of how a young American boy on 8. Vermont 
fe.rm takes over the big ,job of running the farm v:hen his 
older brother goes tb war. A hard-working 4-H group 
pitch in to make their community into a bettE-)r 1.1lnce--
ruggeo individualists learn.to pull together in the national 
emergency--and human warmth lends understanding as 
foreigners and ontsiders and intruders become contr].buting, 
usefu.l citizens. 
De Kruif, Pau1 9 
l.1ic:eobe Runters 
'rhrough blog:cuohical na1·1·atives Lho s tor··.v is told of 
the war on patheogonic organisms which began with tho dis-
covery of bacterla two hundrec1 and fifty ~years Jgo l)y the 
Dutch lens-grinder, Leeuwenhook, the f:Lr~ot of the microbe 
hunters. It is th(~ tale of the bold and per•sistent and 
curious explorers and fighters of death who carne afte:c him. 
Dr. De Kruif's book tells a great story, one full of sus-
pense, keen rivalry, the fascination of Lhe unknown, the · 
passion of discovHry, the fortune that favors the brave, 
:md the sheer triumph of hmrmn intelligence. 
De LeeU'H, Adele 9 
Doctor Ellen Macm]_l1e.n 
'.rho story of a girl who TwrsevEn·es :1.n her d.etermJ.na-
t:ton to 'be D. doctor and who, b·y hE~r coolrH7SS L1 ttn 
,_;mergonc}r, .'.11~.:.c. 
n neo t> fc1 ~l.1'·.v· c> Utllif:l_ e u t ions. 
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De I,eewY, Adele ?-9 
Linda MHrsh Ma.cmlllan 
When L:l.nda' s fam:Ll·y· moved to a new town she had diffi-
culty f:i.ncling e ·nl~Jce in any high school gr•oun becmu>e 
friendships had already been formE~d, and alm.os t joined a 
g:r•oup of malcontents. But Linda learns her failings in 
time and corrects them, and by taking nride in her own in-
d:i.v:i.duali ty and nutt:1.ng her t81ent s to good use, shEJ finds 
friE'md:s with • l:U:e interests. 
'1-8 
Matchlock Gun Dodd 
Edward had always been taught t.he strictest of disci-
pline and when his fmnily was attacked by Indians, he waR 
8ble to S9N"3 t.bem only because of :his abill ty to do what 
he was told when he was told. A good pioneer story with 
bravery, courage, and excitement in it. 
F.dmonds, \Vslter D. '7 ... g 
Two Logs C~ossing Dodd 
'!'he story of a boy who (·iiSf;um.es the r-esnonsibility of 
csrinv for the fm11iJ.y snd ro-(:~stDbl j_s'hi.np thElir• self-
resnoct bv nsy:'i.nr: off his ff~thEn" s debts nf'tor the c](C)8.th 
of h:Ls fatl"HH'. His heecllnssncss causes hj_m to lose h:1 s 
first year's earnings but after thut he mH~es good. 
Ellsberg, i·::.dward '7-9 
'J.'his is a book written for adults but one that w1.ll be 
enjoyed by older boys. There is a quality of breathless in-
terest ;jbout this stor·y of the salvage of the S-bl ·which was 
ramrnod and sunk in a hundred and thirty-tho feet of vvater 
of:f Block Island. Commandc.n· Ellsb' rg was tho officer in 
cl"l"rge of salvage oper·ations. His n8.rrat:i.v<· gives full credit 
to the divers for their courage and brings v:LvidJ.·y to tho 
J~nright, Elizabeth 'i-9 
'l'he Saturdays 
rehe story of four children who pool their recources 
so that they ce..n do whatever they -please. on successive 
Saturdays. 'l'hey have a wonderful time because of this 
and becau.se of Lhe wonderful understand rng nature of 
their father. 
Enright, Elizabeth 'I ·-8 
Then There Were Five Fe.rrar 
rrhe story of the four Melendy children wbo have a 
wonderful summer t par·tially because they share it with 
Mark, who is to become their adopted brother. 
Ferrls, Helen 
Challc-'lnp.;e Doubleday, Dor~m 
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Hero are twelve stories, selected not only for their 
literary ouality, but for the underlyinr spirit of courage--
mental, spiri tur.!.l, or physical--wrd.ch moU_v,;tes the action 
of each story. fhe stories, chosen after a wide search 
through the works of rnan·y- writers range from the Australian 
bush country to New York's East SJ.de, and from the early 
Puritan da:ys to the per1od of Dutch settlement in South 
Afrlcs. Some of the authors represented are: Dorot.by 
Canfield Fisher, Walter de la Mare, H2~nan Melville, Eden 
Phillpotts, Elsie Singmaster, and Ouida. 
pj_nger, C. J. g 
Our Navy Houghton, Mifflin 
F'rom the ear1:1.e8t days of t.he nElVoJ.ution and thl":: ex·-
p1oits of ,Tohn P Eml ,J 0 nes to thn dewo 1opment of N :CJVfcll tttl..r-
crn.ft in our own t imo, lVi:r. Plrwer tells vividly and 
bri1lhmtly the story o:f tr1n Amf':r•ieBn Navy -13nd the deeds 
of Parten:, pr>rrv, hiRcDonough, Farragut, and the othGr lwroes. 
149. 
Fisher, Dorothy C. '7-8 
Undo~stood Reisy Holt 
rl.'he story of a rdrl who has always had things clone 
for her and how she learns to do things for hnrself. With 
understanding guidance, she oasily adJusts herself to 
her new home ond school and becomes self-reliant, loving, 
and happy. E.>eing understood helps her to unders Land 
others, too. 
F'loberty, •John J'. '1-9 
Courage and the Glory Lippincott 
Gemeral Douglas MacArthur, Captain Colin Kelly, and 
others who have not only shov1n gr·eat heroism :Ln defending 
their country under fire but have worked unselfishly for 
the welfare and safety of their comrades-in-arms are 
brought to life in this book. 
Flaherty, John J. 
Sons of t ltE-J T-I1.U'r'icBne J.il)'Oin cot t 
A stor-.v sllO''.'ing :.hat v;hother lt is volcsnic eruptions, 
fJ.oods, or disasters at sea, the lh1ited States Coast Guard 
is always ready i~.o br:Lng asr3i:;tance to those in clistr()SS. 
Pox, Genevieve 
Mountain CH.rl Comes li.Onle Little, brown 
A young doctor and his wife who was a nt.H'se found a 
clinic in the Kentucky mountains. It took courage and 
-perseverance to overcome the prejudices of the mountain 
peop1~'l and to haV(=J them accept help. 
150 
Franklin, Henj8min 
Autobiogran1Ty of Ben.l amin }<1 ranldin Houghton, 
iv;:tffl:'Ln 
A straigl:d.for·ward llfe story of a typically American 
character endowed with great powers dev~loped by self-
education, who ex<';rtecl vast influence as P c 'i ti '7-en and 
statesman for his own day and for the future of his 
country. 
French, Henry w. '7-9 
Lance of KanarH'3. Lathrop, Lee 
Kanana, a brave Bedouin boy, is called a coward by 
his people because he refu.sed to fi.ght; but he es.rned 
theil' praise before he 1j;ave his life for them, and 'Nith 
his lance saved i hem from their enE;}mies without sheochng 
a droo of blood. 
Gates, Dor·i.s 
n:tue Willnw Vikin[~ PrE,;ss 
The story of JHney Lai~ins and how she gets a 
permanent ·b.omeo Ordinar:i.ly, this vwuld seem imnoBs].ble 
becau~oe l.ttn• father y:as a crop pJ.cker and the family b.ad 
to move fx•om place to place~ Ln.l.t , ·J.th J~Hle,y it vvas 
different. Tbrough her courage and loyalty, she fina.J.ly 
got her w:i.sh. 
Gates, Doris 9 
North Fork Viking Press 
Drew s 8unders, spoiled young CJhner of a western lrtm-
ber m].ll, is sent to school :ln a conrrnunity vvhich borrsts 
a lArge Indian population. Through his relationship wit~ 
Monty, ten ·1nte lligent Indian boy, Drew overcomes his 
racial prejudices and re-examines his values. 
Gibson, Katharine 8-9 
Arro'"' Fly Home Longmans 
'rhe i ale of a boy raised b;r Indians in frontier days 
in Ohio beforethe l:jevolutlon. When he was eleven, a 
white girl was brought to the camp. She inspired hint to 
be som.ethinp: more than A. good hunter, taugbt birn to read 
and wr i_ te, and brought to the su:r-:ft:-1ce yet-J.rninr;s th t wex·e 
in conflict ~ith his loyalty to his Indian friends. 
Fle it, IVIarla 
(l . .; 
Pierre Keeps Watch Scribners 
15l 
A very fin(~ story of a French bo;y and ihe way in 
which hi saved his villaee•s flocks of sheep from the 
Nazis' pillaging. His courage and loyalty help him through 
many situations, and in the end his unselfishness iB 
revvarded. 
Gollonil1, Jose ph 7--9 
'rhat Year at Lincoln High Macmillan 
One of the high schools of New York City is said to 
be the scene of l;his popu.lar story about school life. 
Different types of boys, their problems, and their ad-
justment to l·.hei:r surroundin~s aro uortrayed by onc'l w~ho 
1\DOW S them. 
A fine ·book on racial tolerance th~:J.t is combined 
with some E-JxcJ. ting sports stor·ies. 
Graham, Frank g 
Lou Gehrj_g: A Q.uiet Hero Putnam 
'.rhe 8tory of I.ou rtehrj~g •Pho by hard ~··ork bccmne the 
pride of thB New York Yru1kees. When ho was attack~d by 
infantile paralysis, he bravely gave up his beloved ball 
-olaying and tu.rned to work on the Now ·v·ork Paro lo Board 
cW that he could help boys su.crt as ho had bc·en. · 
Graham, Shirle.r 9 
Dr. Geor·ge ,vashington Carver Messner 
Overcoming the handicap of racial difference, D~. 
George Washirtgton Carver used science to cooperate with 
God :tn developing the simple things vn·:tch He has given 
to men for ·Lheiruse. Dr. Carverls contributions-to 
science will make him remembered-for a long time. 
Gray, Elizabeth J. g 
Fair Adventure Viking Press 
152. 
'l'he motto of the laPp~e MacliTell fam::t1y i::1 "From each 
according to b:ts ab;litles, to eacl1 according to his 
need. !l Page l:lvt'lB no to th:i.s by be:'Lng a good S\;or·t about 
los:l.ng a scl'lo1ars}lin in nrt. Hel' family do th.::~i:(' part 
to help bur got her wish in Bnother way. 
Gray, Elizabeth Janet 
Sandy Viking 
ihe story of Sandy who, at seventeen, has Just 
finished hAl' freshman -y-e:xr at; college. Sbe is restless 
:tn t11e snwll exclusive sunllnl:r resort near Boston so she 
takes a job ns waitress at the Windrush Inn. Here she 
has adventures, falls in love, and ultimately resolves 
her restlessness bv deciding to give up college and join 
TJNHRA. 
153. 
Hr:lines, Donal Hamilton 
Sporting Chance 
A book well written that tells the story of George 
Colby, snobbish son of a m~llionaire, who goes through 
experiences which include a forest fire, the death of his 
father, the loss of }lis fortune, work as a helper at a 
duck club, employment as a cl(.:;rk in the Conservation De-
p,:rtment, and a lead:ng role in a fight to interest the 
farmers in w:Lld life conservation. Throue--P advr')rsi ty and 
hsrd work, he changes co~Jletely from a selfish and friend-
less b0'1 to a self-reliant and llk<"?able young man. 
Hall, Anna Gertrude 
Nansen 
This story of the life of 
plorer and winner of the Nobel 
particularly for yonng; :oeople. 




Fridtjof Nansen, Artie ex-
Pease prize, is written 
It is writton 1n such a 
before the reader as a 
9 
Don Strong of the Wolf Patrol Appleton 
The stor·y of a boy who finds h(; nmst apply his boy 
scout code to his oorsonal Ll.'e in ordG:r· to becorne a real 
first-cLlss scout. By becoming hel:1fu:l 8:t home and ')lay-
ing clean in sports, he finds that things ~ark out better 
all DI'OUnd. 
Hign Benton. Annleton 
'L'hfl ~-d~or:r of ~;teveil }',en ton's four years ln hit,)~ 
s ch.oo1. It cJj_·ff~CHS from the usual sc ool story for boy~3 
in tl1at snorts do not f:l.g;J.rc as the princl-ptil featt1:ce of 
school life. '.i'be characters are ·JJ.fellkt:', :·net the value 
of an edLwnt:Lon is irnoressed unon the reader. 
HeyJ.iger: Williem 
High benton, VJorker· ArmJ.eton 
A story emphasizing the value of an eclucation and 
showtng how success foJ.lovT8 loyal, conscientious work. 
'l'he hero debates whother he· srwll stB.y in school or go 
to work. 
Heyliger, William g 
s.o.s. Radio patrol Dodd 
CaJ.ght in tel flood, Ji1i1 Brandt clot;s not: side-ster.) 
his responsibiJ.i~y. He bravely holds his scout troup 
togother and saves the Curtis family b<:Jfore even think-
ing of attempting to (:Jscape. 
Hilton, James g 
Goodbye, Mr. Chipsl Little, Brown 
15.4 
'!.'he story of· a teachtH' who knew boys, vvho loved thE,m, 
Bnd who understood them. rr:he author has drawn a quain.t 
but real character, a gentle, smiling man who might seem 
insignificant to the world at la~ge but who was of vit~­
importance to the boys who learned to know him. A m:tiet 
but charmin~ character study. It is easy reading, but 
·~ith little action to hold the inte~est. For the boy or 
gi~l above average intelligence. 
Kalor, James 0. 
'J'oby 'l';yler 
Because he thinks he has to work Loo hard for his 
uncle, '11 oby '1'-yler runs away to .i oin a circus. After 
facing hard.<:hips and disillus:Lomnent, he bE-)gins to 
apprecj_ate all his uncle has done for him; and, wlth a 
better understanding of life, he returns home. 
155 
Kang, Younp:hill 
Hnvoy CLeove Scribner's 
Born in .t<.
0
rea ''with an eag(:;r•nt-'JSS and curiosity for tbe 
dj_st.inguished and beauLif'ul,a cutting his hair at the age of 
eleven as. a symbol of his u:eeaking away from the bondage of 
the traditions which hHVe been so vividly described, walking 
on foot eight hundred mile,~:; over the mounLains to Seoul to 
obtain a Western education--t:twse are some of the experiences 
which fill Younghill Kang' s early life ilire described a.H · 
simply and bea'lttif 'lly as the l:Lfe and cu.stoms which he 
depicts. It is wri~ten in a leisurely, poetic fashion. 
Will bEl a bit abstract and idealistic for the matter--of-
fact boy or girl. 
Kinling, Hudyard 6-H 
Captains Courageous Doubledav, Doran 
'rhe s tor·y of how a vory pamp(3red, snoj_Jed lad fell 
ov<~~rboal'd from an ocr'an liner and was picked un hv a 
fishing boat. After B ljfe of hardships as uart of the 
crew, bB is returned to his parents a very @1Ch changed 
youth. Boys like this story. 
Kristoffersen, EV8 '1-8 
Bee in Her Bonnet Crowell 
Despite her misunderstanding of her brother'H advice 
to 11 always have a bee in your bopnet,tt Merry carol kept 
herself busy Hnd happy· w.hen the family moVc)d to a farmo 
LBne, Rose Wilder 9 
Let the Hurricane Poar Longmans, Green 
It takes courage to face the devastations of n&ture 
and remain undaunted and steadfast of nurpose. In this 
story of t~e pioneer middle west, we face the discourage-
mGnts of bliz:r,ards, loneliness, grHsshor:n>Ars, and drought 
with a ym1ng couple who are determined to make tho~r home-
<Jteadin•~ venture a sue cos s. t'~asy reading for the rrwture 
Lewis, Elizabvth Foreman '1-8 
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flo-Ming, Girl of New China Winston 
Ho-Ming, a lovable ·young girl of modern China, :ls the 
daughter of a pet'lsant farmer. Sbe succeeds in getting per--
mission to attend the village school and finally wins the 
ormortun:lty to study to become a doctor. During this time, 
she a:l.ds an American womn.n doctor :in her struggle against 
disease and superstitutiop. The glinwses 6f Chinese life 
are delightful. 
Lewis, Elizabeth Foreman 7-8 
Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze Winston 
Young Fu becomes aoprenticed to a copper-smjth and soon 
learns to support himself and Fu Be-Be, his widowed mother. 
At first, his mother makes his clothes in the country st·,yle 
whicr1 :is the only way she knows; later, Fu has a beautiful 
silk suit made by a tailor. IJ.'here are many adventu_res for 
th0 younp; boy--adventures with the soldiers, with t.b.e bnn-
di t.s, · ~~~i th onium smuggle:rs, with miss ionarle s as well as 
with snow, fir•e, R.nd flood. 'Phis is the story of a Chinese 
boy who loves to cres.te beauty in metals. H:l.s noble 
chnracter, as shown in his adventures, hnrraonizes \'-ell w:l.th 
trte ldoal he'! uphold~1 for his work. 
Lieb, Frederick G. 
Connie r,;racl<:, Grand Old Man 
of Baseball 
Putnam's 
'l'he story of one of i_.he greatest athletics of all tiHWS. 
Connie 1\lack, through consistent hard work and always :helping 
otb.ers, achieved a great satisfaction and reward "Qotb. j_n his 
personal life and in his beloved profession, baseball. 
Lisitzky, Gene 
Thomas Jefferson Viking Press 
Whatevc'r you:· age or your tastes, you will en.)oy t:'nd 
profit from read~ng this book. It is one of t~e most im-
portant contrHmtions to. the li terr:ttlH'O of Amc'!rJ.ean his-
15? 
Masefield, John g 
New Chum Macmillan 
A continuation of the author's autobiographical series 
wr1ich began in his nin the Mill. 11 11 New Chmn 11 deals with 
Masefield' s experiences aboard the British tra:1ning ship, 
nconway. 11 It shows a development of good character through 
hard '~fork. 
Meader, Steuhen w. 7-8 
King of the Hills Hax•coui't, Brace 
11 King of the Hills" is a snl(·md:L<l stor·y of a rr:iant 
stsg and his skill i.n nreservinr: his· hidinD' 11l8CO and him-
self from huntcCJrs. Brec1( 'l'ownflend' s amb:1. t.lon was to get a 
nicture of this stag. His adventu~es in trying to do so, 
hovv l1e stmnblecl on a notorious ganp; o:f' dEH.H', ",j acf{ers, 11 and 
llo'n h(CJ hE.elped ca1)tu:re tJ:wm :make a thrilling story. 'I'ho 
story is absorbing and easy to r<CJacl, and at the same t:1.mo 
the attitudE) toward wild life and eonse1•vat:i.on cannot help 
lnfluencing young people in the right way. '{his i.s enter-· 
taimnent that, incidentally, should :J.nfluence character for 
the b(~st. 
lvh'l ans, F'lorence 
Moved Outers Houghton, Mifflin 
'l'he story of Sumiko Ohara and her Japanes("-f.\.Jllel"ican fam-
ily in the months following Pearl Harbor as tl1ey are evacuated 
to the Santa Anita assembly center and finally to B. reloca··· 
tion center in Colorado. 'rhe author's d:l.spassionate nor-
trayal of the you.ng neonle, 11 .1\mm•:\.can from their hearts out 
to their sk:tns, '' and it.te effects on them of life bol:dnd barbod 
Means, Florence c. '1-8 
Houghton, Mifflin 
A young Navajo girl whose home life is dominated by o 
fiercely conservative grandmother finds contrasts and relief 
Medary, Marjorie 9 
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Edra of the Islands Longmans 
Edra leaves hor island home to take a summer job as a 
waitress on the mainland. She is now better able to help 
and understand her brothers and sisters; and, following 
the guidance of her newly-found friend, she becomes not 
only fair but generous and resnonsible. 
Meigs, Cornelia 
Call of the Mountain J.,i ttlo, Brown 
Natban p..:ives up ·his rightful inher'itance and goes to 
live by himself on a mountain farm. After he rescues his 
enemy from death and they come to an understanding, Nathan 
finds security and peace in his new life. 
Meigs, Cornelia 7-8 
Invincible Louisa Little, Brown 
An inspiring account of one of the '1Li ttle Women. 11 
Some of the most interesting parts of the book concern 
Louisa's famous, errntic father, Bronson Alcott, who 
learned to write in the sand on the kitc~en floor; who 
tried to teBch :Ln Virginia, bui found only rude cabin 
schoolhouses on ws8to lnnd; who then peddled tin cups e.nd 
kettles thY·ough thE: country. He taught his children their 
letters 11 b·y a strange '-'eries of gymnastics on tbe parlor 
f1oor. 11 Louist'1 tells of th(:3 famous experiment at Fruit-
lands, of reading the belo·i.red -s:merson' s books, of tho Piclc-
wick Club Meetings ln. the barn, of her first publicBtion, 
whicb 1Nf:l.S s flower fable v•r:i..tten for r•:llen T<~rrl\')rf3on. 
Meigs, Cornelia 9 
Vanished Island Macmillan 
After being expelled from school, Don defiantl-y re-
~Ised even to see his parents and took a job on a Mississippi 
steamboat. His 'nork gave him the faith in himself s.nd the 
sense of resoonsibility which he had lacked. He realized 
R~S¥V===mnQ b~~h e~ha~hur~t his_ ua r~nt s [:nd_ d t3e ide d t o---r--E:erttJl:u:t::rt":··xrrt---------~----
home and go back to school. 
Morris, Margaret '1-8 
Heroes and Hazards Macmillan 
Stories of adventures in th careers of those who 
have made the mod('lrn world safer for us by their cour H.ge. 
Occupat1ons that call for hazards, and that have many 
opportun:i. tics to di ::\play courage, skill, alortne ss, and 
Dh·,y·n:i.cal and mental control. -
McNeely, Marion H. l/-0 
Ju.mning-Off P1B.ce Longmans, G:r·een 
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Homesteading in the Dakotas v·ras no easy vontuY·e for 
grown people, but when the orphRned Linvill0s staked their 
claim they formc1 spi L-C-1fu.l neighbor:,; to conte;:;t it~ devas-
tating heat, blinding blizzards, and other obstacles in the 
wav. But memories of Uncle J"im and courage and persistence 
helped them to win in the end. 
McNeely, Marion H. '1-8 
Winning Out Longmans, Green 
~~wo strnnds of the story rnn s "ide 'by side in alter-
nnting chanters--Vvin:lfrt-'ld Allen 1 s life- in training at the 
11ospi tal, and l:i. fe in hor home on the farm vrhere Jerry 
comes to yield a ouiet but dynamic influence on a spoiled 
·younger s :Lster and cous :ln. '.J.lhe ~tor·y· gi ·ve s a solendid 
picture of a nu:nw' s training school o.nd v;Jll bo of in= 
tPrest to any girl ant:'Lcinat:l.ng Buch ·· career. 
0 'Brien, Jacl·; 




'l'he tale of David Irwin's ;s ,000-mile trek across the top 
o:E the wo.elcl ft'Olil Home, Alaslm, to Chm"cbj 1 J on 11udson Ba·y 
is one of grim determinatj_on, suffering, and hardships$ He 
had two objectives: prospecting the coppermine distr1.ct and 
Rearching for records of the Frankl:l.n Expedition on King 
Willlam Islando His life vvas to become a literal hell on 
ice, daring snow-blindness, frGezj_ng, loneliness, starvation, 
and facing death dail·.v. The autbor met Irwin Ht Churchill 
and flashed the ne':'s of hi.s rescue to the world and brought 
him to New York. It i.s a story of real courage v:hich will 
anr)ea1 to boys. 
Pyle, Howard '7-8 
160 
Men of Iron Harper 
.A. splend.id story of thP training of an Eno:lish Knight i:r1 
the time of Henry IV of England. Milos wins his spurs and 
vannn.ishes h:ts own ;-::nd his. father'~ enemy. It is a fine oor-
traya1 of lifo in t1w groat castles and of the training of 
-young noblos f'or knighthood in the days of Henry IV. A 
boo'!-:: of courag<3 ~evb:tcl! all young people should enjoy. 
Haymond, lviargaret 'l'holrlsen 
L:tnnet on the Threshold Longmans, Green 
Linnet Burd, fourteen years old, experiments with the 
business of earning her li~ing in New York City and decides 
to return to Bchool. It is an unusual girls' book, not be-
cause of any glamour in its writing, but because of a cer-
tain straightforward sincerity in dealing with modern life. 
Linnet's life is like thousands of others, but her story is 
well worth reading. I i rings true. Almost the only treat-· 
ment of ;:J very young g:'Lrl' s exner'iencos. in the business world, 
it '.';rill give girls who are facing the same nroblems a bettor 
perspective ~nd mo~e fortunate girls a broader ooint of view. 
Raymond, Margaret ~. 
Sylvia, Inc. Dodd. 
YVhen Julie realizes she is lo;;lng her BJ.ght, she sues 
that God ht=~s e:l ven her friends v!hen she needs them most. 
She rises above her afflicaL_on und learnc; to use her hands 
to mold beautiful poL t~n·y G She D.nd Sylvia join forces in 
the putter·y business and ;'Sylvia, Inc. 11 l)ecome a living thing. 
Regl:L, Adol1Jh ?-9 
Mayos: Pioneers in Medicine lVIessrwr 
Inspir,,d b·.y their father's example, the J\liayo 
spent full lives by ;-e11eving uhysic8.1 m:tffering. 
hapoirH0SS J.a·.v in bringing haopines;'l to othPrs and 
treated the 1t1oney recei VAd from thoir natient s as 






Richards, Laura E. 
Florence Nightinga1e Appleton 
ri'he lifE-) story of fi'lOJ:-onco IHgld:;inv.ale, l;he nu1:sf';, is 
an nrr·esting account of luyulty to a cau~>e ;J.nd cuu:enge ..; .. tt 
times of· stress. As a pioneer in the nu:r•sing field, she 
aroused public consciousness to tb.e necessity of raising 
the standards of hospitals. Attention was also focused on 
the needs of higher healtb. standards and better sanitary 
conditions. 'l'he book makes a definite appeal to higher 
emotions such as service to mankind and unselfishness. 
Robinson, Edward 




r.rhe life of an unW'lUB.l Englislun:::u1 who, singlehanded, 
unitec'l the Arabs and led them to tho SilCcessf'nl conquest 
that lifted the onprRssion of the Turks. The heroic and 
thrilling exploits of his lifo are ~ividly described. 
Hobinson, r.;abe1 L. g 
brlgLtt Island 
The story of a girl who hates to leave her beloved 
island to go to school. However, when she gets there, she 
learns to make adJustments and how LO get along with 
others. In this way, she matures. 
Rourke, Constance 9 
Davy Crockett Harcourt, f,race 
A collection of some of the stories which grew up 
about the deeds and exploits of that rare backwoodsman, 
Indian fighter, hunter, congl~essman, and defender of the 
ill--fated Alamo. It is arranged w:tth a. running account 
of his life to prn sent a gr<'H3.t Amer•icffil f'tgure in a 
simple way to present-rlay Ame1•ican readel"S. 
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Sandburg, Carl '1-9 
Abe Lincoln G-r·ov:s Up Harcourt, Brace 
'l'he story of Abraham Lincoln's life until he was nine-
teen. It is an excellent illustration· of his fine character, 
perseverance, and lovable traits. Sandburg's style of 
writing enhances· the .enjoymont onG gots from r·eading about 
Lincoln. 
~ochmidt, Sarah Lindsay 9 
New Land McBride 
Charles and Sayre ~organ are twin brother and sister 
who ~o with their fath~r and little sister to Wyoming to 
occupy a homestead that a friend had been forced to vacHte. 
~l'hey go into a strange new .land and rrwke a r·•·a1 placo for 
themselvc·s :ln the communlt·y. 'lchc book shows what is beJ.ng 
accompl:tshed today by high school 1Jr s and v irls all over 
the Liiddle and Far Vfe8t in :f'nnninp: am r3tock rrt:'Lsinv. It 
in slmo1y , l'itLen and !:.flG SU:HH:H1SO is ;·;o11 :Ju.~;t.<:.:·.·t( ci. 
Scholz, Jackson Volney B-9 
Goal to Go 
_ Jeff' Craig, a former fo.Jtball star,· enters the Naval 
Academy at Annapolis against his will in order to please 
his father. After several months struggle, he realizes 
that he was wrong in nmning all academy 11 gentlGmen 11 as 
snobs, and he learns the lesson of co-operation and fair 
play from the Navy football team. 
Seredy, Kate 8-9 
Good Master Viking Press 
The story of a suoiled, headstrong, little girl, Kate, 
who left Budapest as such; but whGn she returned, aftGr 
living with her uncle on a farm for a year, she was an 
entirely dlfferent nerson. She had learned to adjust 
herself to conditions and tlrus become a ha~)9Y member of 
J, 
Sel'edy, Kate 9 
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Singing 'rree Viking Press 
The story of two girls who, during the first World War, 
must welcome to i-heir Hunp,arian home six Russian pri sonars 
~md seven German children~ 'Phey learn tolerance and apprecia-
tion of the fine character of the Jew, Uncle Moses. 
Silliman, Leland 
Tbe Scrapper Winston 
'j:h<"l story of a btY.V vvho ·wanted to win a trophy in swJ.:m-
ming or as an oarsm8n while he was at Cfu;~ Blazing Rock; but 
because of his tEnnoer, he found many t.t1ings in his was. l-J.e 
had to learn to make friends and get along with others before 
he could hope to cmnpr'te against boys v1h08e ab:tlit·y eoualled 
his and who were well liked in the camp. 
Singmaster, Elsie 
You Make Your Own Luck Longmans 
V•!hen Nellie Edna finished high school :ihe thought sr1e 
knew everything, and when she discovered this v,n;; s not so, 
~3he resolve:i to teach ln a mountBtn school to earn money 
for college. Sho found many of her fears of teaching had 
been imaginary and gave a final proof of bravery in res-
cuing a vvounded rnan from a cavern. By this act, sriE:l 
:finally ro:ie nboV~) J·wr aunt 1 s nwxim of givj_ng only if yor1 
receive in retux·n. 
Slcldmox·<'l, Hube~et 9 
H:l.ll Doc t.o1' 
ThG story of a young man who returns to his own people 
to establish his mEo-:d:i.cal practice. He perseveros against 
the superstitious opposi.tion of some of tne natives and 
sees his work begin to bear fruit. It is an excellent 








Bec~lUSE~ she has resnonded to his taunts by throwing 
stones at. him, Dency makes amends by teaching Jetsam to 
read. This opens a new world to the orphan boy who lator 
learns of the beauty of family life and the love of Gode 
Sperry, Armstrong 
?-8 
All Sail Set Winston 
164 
The story of a boy who loved Lhe sea and ·~ho was proud 
to be n member of the crew aboard tho famous skippor ship, 
"Flying Cloud." It is excellent reading for the boy who can 
undnrstand and a1)preciate the sea-far1ng life. In 18?0 the 
greatest naval architect was Donald McKay, a Scotchman living 
in Floston. One of his greatest ships vias "Flying Cloud, ll 
almost the last as well as the finest of the Clipper ships. 
Enoch 'Jlhat cher, a boy in McKay's office, wato.ched the build-
ing of l.he ''Flying Cloud" a.nd loved hel' from bow to stern. 
When the i'Flying Cloud" sailed for China, Enoch ·was aboard 
and the book t<-<LJ.s of his many adventures in caJm uwi 
hurricane in journeying from Boston to San Francisco. 
Sperry, Armstrong 
Ca11 it Cot:tY'agt:;) l\1R.cm:lllan 
'J'he story of an Indian boy 1vho forced himself to con-
quer his fear of the sea by sailing off alone. Before this, 
he had been considered a coward by his father und tribe, 




The story of a little girl from the Alps who brings 
haopiness to her grandfather, to cripoled ·clara, and to all 
wit·· W·lOm she comes in contact. She lear·ns that God always 
answers prayers t:lVen though not alwavs as expected. 
Sugimoto, ~tqu Inagaki 9 
165· 
A Dsughter of the Srnourai Doubleday, Doran 
'Phe story of how a daughter· of a J'apR:tH-:se nobleman cmiw 
to America and t:r'ied to Hd,iust he:r.self' to our mann(·H' of liv-
ing. Madame Sup;imoto smv us through fore:tp.:n e·yes and found 
many of our acNmted eustoms both am<wing nnd shoeking to 
her sensib:1.11 t :'Le R. 'fl:l.is account rd ves us a fine opr)ortv.nit:y 
to see ourselves a others see us. The book is written with 
0ulet dign:'Lty and charm and through it v:o gain a better· 
understanding of the Japanese peonle. 
·rhomas, Lowell 
lvien of Danger· Stokes 
'1'rue stories of If sandhogs' n acrobats' steel wor·kers' 
life-gu:,rds, firemen, divers, and others whose hazardous 
occupations make the world safer or more comfortable and 
.enjoyable to their fellow men. 
~Punis, John H. 9 
All-Amcricnn Hnr·court, Brac,:; 
After deliberately injuring an opuonont in a football 
game, .,,onald PEC:rry was f:1.1loc1 vrith remorse. Ho lGft the 
Academy and. •o;ent to 1)Ub1ic higl-1 school v1horo he found he 
vJas on h:\.s OY.'ll to got his ''fork dono. He loarned tolerance 
and cl1ampioncd tho cauz;c~ of a fe11ow team member who sufforctl 
because he was a Negro. 
'.L'unis, J'ol:m H. 9 
Iron Duke Harcourt, Brace 
When ,Jimmy vifelllngton went to Harv::n·d from a small 
tovm ho found it nruch 1r1ore d:i.fficult than he b8d expected. 
But he stuck it out for his father's sake and finally made 
the Dean's list and was a success at track. 
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~'unis, John H. '1-9 
Kid Pr·om '.roml{insville .Ha:r:ocourt, Brace 
When Roy 'rucket is injured and luw to give up being a 
pitcher for the Brooklyn Dodgers, he does not qul~ LLt be-
com<:!S c.ui. nui.flulclar instead. He knows the tr·utl.t of rds 
msnager' s words, 11 0nly the game fish swilJl up-stream. 11 
'runi s , ,T obn R • 7-9 
Rookie of the Year Harcourt, Br-ace 
Snike' s ;job a.s manager of the Dodgers had been made 
difficult by one of hir~ x·ook:les, Bones Hathavn-ry. AftfH' 
Pones gives up drinking and learns to obAy orders the tema 
works togetber and 1Nins l.he llGnnrmt. An nttemnt by thei.r 
secreta~y to ruin the team's morale has no effect. 
'l'unis, John H. 7-9 
Yea! Vv'ildcut s l Harcourt, b:r:-J.ce 
Don Henderson holds out against the city politicians 
who ws.nt to use hj.s basketball team for theil' own pur·poses. 
'/ihen he loses his ,job as coach he decides to stay J.n town 
to try to improve concU tions. 
Wade, l\llary H. ?-9 
1'b.e Boy Who Pound Out Appleton 
Henri J:i'abre, the ~reot French naturalist; was a man whose 
life story is a marvelous record. It is a story of natience, 
lf<~.i.sdom, <'uJd liruullit·,y- Lo deLi.gh~, and in~w,ir€~ all yo·,Jr.,g people. 
Born of s:tmnle neasant folk, l~'nbre nt UH:; ttwo of hi.s deat}l 
in 19U5 had como to be regardE~d as tbe fi:I'E1' test natural:tsts of 
his dayo The Boy Who Fou~d Out tells simnly and dramatically 
of the toi"r-anastr1ir-:r;re-or :Cms great nmn. It tf)lls too of 
Fabre's sweet and gentle natl.1.re, of his love for children, nnd 
of his devotion to his little home in the country where he 
spent his last neac(~ful days in the studJ,e s and experiement s 
he loved so vHd.l o 'I'he narN>. ti ve is an absorbing on<CJ, and is 
bound to stir every ·,y-oung reader to slncere ac1rnir,at:lon. 
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Wade, Mary H. 7-9 
'rhe Boy Who Loved Freedom Appleton 
In r'The Boy Who Loved Freedom, rt MaJ:•v H. Wade tells, for 
young readers, the inspiring story of rrhomas Jefferson. She 
tells of ,Jefferson's bo·yhood, his career durJ.ng the 1\rrw:r•j_cHn 
Revolution, including the writing of the Declaration of In-
dependence, Hnd his work in establishing the United States 
novo:r.•mnont. In other chapters, she shows him as a Virginia 
nlantatlon owner, es foreign representative of our govern-
ment, as Governor of Vll~ginia, as one of our greatest :oresi-
r1811 h'l $ n.nd in his old ap;e and retiremont as the E:\age of 
Monticello, resnocted throughout the United States. 
Wallace, Dillon 
Grit-a-Plenty Revell 
When Thomas Angus broke his leg just at the beginning 
of the hunting season, things looked black indeed. But six-
teen-year-old Davy and hiA young brother, Andy, looked 
things squarely ln the face with courage and bravery. 'l'hey 
begged for the privilege of Laking lheir father's plBce on 
this ~1nting trail up on Salt Lake. These are some of the 
hardships which try the courage and character of the boys 
who risked everytlling for loyB.lty and devotion. 1'he scene 
iB Labrador. 
Wallnco, D:1.11on 
Story of Grenfell of the 
Labrador 
Hevell 
Thi.s book Lull:J t:uu t3 Lur,y of hi8 bo,yhood .1:n Eng1and, 
his love o:f' sports and outdoor life, of his school and 
university days, and the awakening of h1.s sense of respon~ 
sibili ty toward his fellow men. t.hat led to the choice of 
his heroic career. 
Washington, Booker T. 9 
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Doubleday, Doran 
Boolcer T. Washing>liTl was· t:l 9;reat man among his p(CJOple. 
In r·ecounting lds own lit'e in a simple, straightforward 
way, he tolls how he mwceecle:!d in reali:~ing l.tis hopes and 
ambit:i_ons for- tlH:) welfare of his rl'tee. It is an lnsnirtJ.-
tional story of courage that surmounted Lhe greatest. 
d1fficu1ties. By showing t:ne opportunities of every 
American boy, regardleHs of social status or color or 
creed, it reaches the dignity of a saga of Amer:tcan riglats 
under our democr-atic form of government. 
Meet the Malones Crowell 
In their father's absence the Malones decide to take 
care of their home themselves to fulfill all their obliga-
tions. A temporary non-adherence to this plan teaches 
them that ind<')pendence and integrity are surrended in 
acc(~yyt;].ng 11 8ometbing for nothingo tt 
Wells, Linton 9 
Sahrte to Vnlor Hnndom House 
A number of B tories of personal he:t'oism and sacri.-
fice that have emerged from the past war. these stories are 
authentic accounts covering the heroic incidents of people 
from all countries anc1 the·.v serve to refrosh the r·eader 1 s 
memory concerning many important battles in Ute war. 
Wiggin, Kate Douglas ?-8 
Moth(~r Ctn·eyt s Checkens Houghton, Iv'Jifflin 
In Mrs. Ca.Pey, Kate Dou["las \Fif:lggin lws cr·eatecl thc-1 
ideAl American mother. Humor, pathos, dra:ma'd.c incldent, 
and vivid pictures of Ame:-r.>lc::Jn 1:1.fe in a Maine village 
::H'<'J re\1'Ha1ed in the stox•·y of this mother's struggle to 
keep r1nr brood together and crE:Hite a :r•ofinud homo atmos= 
nhere .through the most trying circumstances. 
169 
'7-9 
Long Winter Harner 
_'l'hrough a long, hard winter whicr.t seGms to LJe one con-
tinuous blizzard, the Ingalls family strugglEJS bravely for 
mere existence o It is a story of human endurancci that is 
courage itself. 
Wise, Winifred E. 9 
Jane Addams of H.ull H.ouse Harcourt, Brace 
'l'ouched deeply by I he suffering of the poor which she 
saw in her travels abroad and at home, v.'eal thy Jane Addams 
determined to help the poor. In spite of her own ill health, 
she establi:3hed Hull House o.nd cr1ampioned the cause of the 
poor and· underpriv:lloged. rl'his is an intimate pic,ture of 
~Tane Addams as a pnrson. We share vvith her• the early e.x.-
pc:)riences in the Illinois of the '60' B and '?0' s and the 
iater years at I-Iull House in tho heart of Ch:lCBF,O e Higher 
educHtlon for 1'romen, tb.e bGginningn apd development of noeinl 
snrvj_t~e in ArMJl'ica, tb.e fJtruggle fo:e a fair deHl for the 
·worker, the making of A:nwr:leans, wornan suffrap:e, and the cav.;c;e 
of international peace enter into the story. 
Worth, K:;d;ln·yn 
Middle Button Doubled~-'Y, DorH.n 
Maggte McArn
9 
the middle on~; of a family of eleven 
chlldron, wants to be a doctor·. She v1ins her .uncle's 
financial support by earning ~100 from two years' nursing. 
Her parents' consent is won after she has learned to con-
trol ber tenmcr. She learns to understand people and to 
cure them by sympathy ·as well as by medicine. 
9 
'l'hey L)Vod 'J:o Laugh Doubleday, Doran 
When Max•titia Joined Dr. David's fam:i.l·y- she learned 
to overcome hPr laziness and t;o a!)preei9.t.e the :joy of 
a.chievom'-JYl, tb.ro~1gh 1)atiC'nt work and shnr:i.ng of the lt:fe 
of the home. She learned, also, not to be afraid of the 
bovs' teas:i.ny~ nncl to laugh wi tl'1 them. 
Zollinger, Gulielma 
Widow 0'Ca1laghen 1 s Boys 
Tho story of the brave struggle of an Irish widow 
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NaturBl H:i.stor·y N[:1gazirte 
Natu.rel l'i!agn.zine 
Newsweek 
New York Times Magazine 





Popu].::1r Science Monthly 
Practical Home Economics 
Hr-1d:i o News 
Reader's Digest 
Reader's Guicle to Pc<ej_odicul I,:.ttor·aturo 
Safety· EducPt:i.011 
Saturday Evening Post 
ts 
School Life 





Vogue Pattern Book 
Wilson Bulletin 
